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     This book represents the first attempt to bring together into a single volume a 

comprehensive listing of the enormous and diverse collections of Kentish probate 

records. The material for the western Diocese of Rochester is more straightforward, 

and relatively modest in quantity, but that for the corresponding eastern Diocese of 

Canterbury is unparalleled amongst English counties in its huge variety and 

prodigious quantity. Here indeed are genealogical and historical riches of the very 

highest order.  

     A few general caveats must be made immediately. Searchers should be aware that 

there is at Canterbury even more probate material, possibly of a lesser, but still 

potentially important, nature, in some of the non-probate classes, especially the 

enormous Diocesan Courts (DCb/J/ X, Y and Z) classes which have long runs of 

Instance Acts, as well as the exceedingly valuable Comperta et Detecta or depositions 

(how many other Tudor records will reveal a man’s age and place of birth?). On the 

church courts in general, see The church under the law: justice, administration and 

discipline in the Diocese of York 1560-1640 (R.A. Marchant, 1969). 

     The original PRC classes were so classified many decades ago, and thus contain 

some items, for example, marriage licences and depositions, which were originally 

under the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts but would not now be considered to 

come within the sphere of probate material. For the sake of completeness, however, 

all these classes are included in the listings. And further, Canterbury suffers from the 

perennial archival problem of insufficient space, so many of its probate classes are 

denied their rightful resting place in the Cathedral Archives and have been transferred 

to Maidstone. I therefore specify the location of every class, as well as whether the 

corresponding repository has films, but for the foreseeable future the researcher will 

have to put up with the material being divided between Canterbury and Maidstone. 

     The class listings below will be adequate to locate any item of interest (if a precise 

piece number is required from a larger class, it is but a moment’s work to look it up). 

In some classes where material is uncatalogued or only partly catalogued, my 

descriptions are usually more detailed. All known indexes are listed alongside each 

class: some overlap each other, but as I know of no perfect index, that is perhaps 

useful. It hardly needs saying that anything much before the Victorian period is 

unlikely to be wholly accurate, whilst the mediaeval calendars or quasi-indexes are 

probably of more value as historical records in their own right to historians of such 

material, than for the comprehensiveness of their contents. All the indexes are 

available at Canterbury and/or Maidstone and are generally consonant with where the 

material is housed. The Harrington indexes may be consulted upon application to 

Duncan Harrington, Ashton Lodge, Church Rd, Lyminge, Folkestone CT18 8JA. 

     The literature on the subject is now considerable, but the following will suffice and 

amply repay continued study: the modern guide is Probate Jurisdictions – Where to 

look for Wills (J.S.W. Gibson, 5
th

 edition, 2002) which has a fine overview of every 

English and Welsh county together with the rest of the United Kingdom; this replaced 

the same author’s slightly fuller Wills and where to find them (1974) which was in 

turn to some extent bettered by the more scholarly but now out of date Wills and their 

Whereabouts (A.J. Camp, 1963). For a splendid and exhaustively detailed survey of 

the subject and its many pitfalls, you can do no better than consult Genealogical 

Research in England and Wales, Volume 2 (D.E. Gardner and F. Smith, 13
th

 printing, 

1978, pp. 22-143). 

                                                         The Feast of St Mark, 2004              David Wright 

INTRODUCTION 
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     Probate records are a complex and extensive field, stretching far beyond just the 

familiar wills and administrations, and requiring years of study and practice to master 

their intricacies. A dozen or more closely related classes of document can, even in the 

absence of a will or administration, reveal information to be found nowhere else, 

throw great light on genealogical and other problems, and reveal much about social 

and economic history. Of all family records, the will is the last and often the most 

intimate statement of an individual, sometimes written in the testator’s own hand,  

showing possible changes of mind, and finished with his signature. 

     It hardly needs to be said that probate and testamentary matters are almost as old as 

civilisation, although the surviving English records, with a few exceptions, are 

generally limited to the Anglo-Saxon period and later, with the bulk of the material 

dating from the 1400s onwards. The business of proving wills was more or less 

exclusively the prerogative of the church authorities until the advent of a central 

registry for England and Wales in 1858. 

     Kent was a large and historically important county. It stretched from very near 

London all the way along the first Roman road down to Dover, the port which made it 

the gateway from the continent into England. It included the two most ancient 

dioceses of Rochester and Canterbury, was home to the mother church of England and 

its Primate of All England, and was guarded by four of the ancient Cinque Ports as 

well as many other interior and peripheral strongholds. It had an extensive coastline, 

shared substantial boundaries with Surrey and Sussex, and was narrowly divided from 

both London and Essex by just a short stretch of the Thames. 

     In general, the records for Canterbury Diocese far outweigh those of the 

neighbouring Rochester in both quantity and quality: the main Canterbury material 

opens in the 14
th

 century and is unbroken down to 1858, whereas three of the four 

Rochester jurisdictions have nothing before the 17
th

 century and reveal a decided 

tailing off of business by the latter 1700s; and in addition Rochester is completely 

lacking in certain classes of records where Canterbury is exceptionally rich, most 

notably in the probate accounts, these being easily the best series of any English 

county, and now increasingly recognised as outstanding research material.  

     Under the auspices of the British Record Society considerable inroads into the 

indexing and publication of the probate accounts and other fascinating primary 

sources have been made, and it is sincerely to be hoped that the project can be carried 

forward to its completion. On this subject there is a good article Probate Accounts by 

J. Bower (Arch. Cant 109 (1991), pp.51-62), and to this end, I have made rough 

counts of most of the material and italicised the totals after the catalogue listing in the 

hope that others may be inspired to assist in indexing more of the records. 

     A number of factors for some considerable time have militated against greater 

awareness and usage of the material. The catalogue at Rochester is a tolerably modern 

typescript, but the corresponding volume at Canterbury is the former Public Record 

Office one (relating to the days when all the material was formerly housed in 

London), and probably the wrong side of its half-century; and, despite the comments 

already made about the splendours of the material, we are still far from having 

comprehensive card indexes, let alone published ones. As for the modest complexities 

of the diocesan, deanery and peculiar jurisdictions – read on and discover that, like 

many other apparent problems, they are soon lessened when broken down into their 

constituent parts.      

     This book is intended as both a catalogue and practical guide, and is based on 

many years of working with the material. It has long been the author’s experience that 

some familiarity with the records and their geographical and historical contexts goes a 
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long way towards avoiding the uncomfortable feeling of “searching in a vacuum” - 

and perhaps even to greater success in securing positive results. 
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TESTAMENTARY PROCEDURE 

 

      Originally a will covered the disposal of real estate, that is, property and land and 

the interests in them (a devise). But the common law courts began to object to the 

devising of real estate by document and so the testament came to relate to burial and 

other instructions, and act as an instrument by which the personalty, or personal 

property, that is, clothing, furniture, stock, tools, sown crops, bonds, debts, credits, 

leases and money in any other form might be bequeathed (a legacy). The disposal of 

real estate by will became legal in 1540, and over the next few decades the will and 

testament gradually merged into the single document we now know as “the last will 

and testament”. The Statute of Frauds of 1678 enacted that there should be three 

witnesses to a will, all of whom had heard the testator’s wishes during his last illness. 

Such a will could not cover freehold land, or revoke an existing written one. A will 

was incomplete if it mentioned no executor, in which case the deceased was deemed 

to have died intestate. 

     Standard procedure in early times was usually one of three things: a) the will 

would be handed in at a visitation when the court met on its annual perambulation in 

the presence of the archdeacon or bishop or a surrogate, thus enabling them to make 

the grant of probate or administration; b) the named executor(s) or executrix(es) 

would take the will to the appropriate court; c) the documents could be sent or taken 

to the court by a third party and the subsequent transactions made by commission. 

Once the will had been exhibited in court and found valid, a probate act was passed 

and recorded in a probate act book and also endorsed on the will or at the end of the 

register copy. This endorsement can sometimes be the only evidence that an act was 

granted if the act book itself has not survived. In early times the original will was 

retained by the court, which then made and sealed a probate copy to be given to the 

executors as their authority to proceed with the winding up of the estate. Note that at 

this stage the clerks might easily adopt their own spelling of the surname and/or 

miscopy other details. For a fee, a further copy of the will and probate act was made 

and entered into a bound volume of registered wills for office use and public 

consultation; if the executor declined to pay for this process the will was still proved 

but remained unregistered, although its value was as great as that of a registered will. 

Before the commonwealth period wills were sometimes not copied up into the 

registers because the clerks were behind with their work, and sometimes bonds and 

affidavits might become detached from their spikes and mislaid before the copying 

process. It therefore follows that sometimes either the original will or the registered 

copy has survived, but not both. The survival of original wills has been somewhat 

haphazard, and although they exist in considerable numbers they are far fewer in 

quantity than the registered copies. Among the original wills can be found unproved 

wills, that is wills which were deposited but not proved, as well as the just-mentioned 

proved but unregistered wills.  

     At this stage a bond might be entered into where the executor (or administrator) 

promised to carry out certain provisions detailed therein, such as attending to the will 

or administration, rendering an account or inventory, or acting as guardian to minors. 

Testamentary bonds can be important evidence that a probate or administration act 

was granted, particularly if the act was by chance not entered at the end of a will, or in 

the absence of the act book.  

     For similar reasons it is essential that both original and registered copy wills 

should always be investigated as they may have other documents, such as inventories, 
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deeds, letters and accounts attached to them, the existence of which is not recorded 

elsewhere. 

     If a person died without making a will, and was therefore intestate, but left an 

estate sufficient to warrant winding up, one or more of the next of kin would apply for 

letters of administration. The administrator(s) would then enter into and sign a bond  

to faithfully administer, after which an adminstration act was entered into an 

administration act book (sometimes separately, but often concurrently with the 

probate acts) and generally also endorsed on the administration bond which was then 

filed. It is important to check the bonds as, like original wills, they may have other 

documents attached, sometimes even the will itself, which were not copied up into the 

act books. Note that occasionally a debtor would apply for the grant, perhaps because 

relatives saw no point, or even that there were none. 

     The probate and administration act books can be valuable in their own right, 

perhaps naming a parent or other close relative(s), giving the date of death or an 

occupation, or even noting previous parishes of abode, none of which may appear in 

the will or administration themselves. They may also be the sole evidence that a will 

or administration was granted if those documents have not survived. 

     From 1529 to 1750 it was mandatory for two disinterested parties to submit an 

inventory of the goods of the deceased within one year of death, attested by the 

supervisors or overseers named in the will, in order to allow the executors to expedite 

matters. Probate and intestacy inventories, common down to about 1700 but decidedly 

uncommon after about 1750, have survived in large quantities for the Canterbury 

Diocese and are of the greatest value in throwing light on the social standing and 

profession of testators, often disclosing multiple business interests by the nature of the 

itemised goods and chattels. The inventory was attached to, and filed with, the 

administration bond or original will, or sometimes filed separately. 

 

EARLY WILLS 

 

     These are to be understood as miscellaneous collections outside the main Kentish 

records detailed below, and dating from the Anglo-Saxon to late mediaeval periods. 

There are assorted collections of copy wills, extracts and a few originals in mayoral 

and corporation registers, and also in manorial rolls as well as some custumals, as the 

latter allowed for the mayor and jurats to act for the judge. Note also that many Kent 

boroughs enrolled wills that were of local concern, and also that estate records may 

contain not only wills and probates but also some original wills which were never 

proved. For a good overview of early wills, see: 

The will in mediaeval England from the conversion of the Anglo-Saxons to the end of 

the thirteenth century (M.M. Sheehan, Toronto, 1963); 

Anglo-Saxon Wills (D.Whitelock, Cambridge Studies in English Legal History, 1930); 

Wills from Doctors’ Commons – A selection from the wills of eminent persons proved 

in the Prerogative Court of Canterbury 1495-1695 (ed. J.G. Nichols and J. Bruce, 

Camden Society, 1863);  

Testamenta Cantiana – a series of extracts from 15
th

 and 16
th

 century wills relating to 

church building and topography. West Kent (L.L. Duncan, 1906) and East Kent (A. 

Hussey, 1907);  

Lancashire and Cheshire Wills and Inventories from the Ecclesiastical Court of 

Chester (Rev. G.J. Piccope, Chetham Society Vols 33 (1857) and 51 (1860)). 

 

The National Archives:  
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     The Genealogist N.S., Vol. 1 et seq. (partial calendar of early holdings); 

     A Guide to the Wills and Administrations etc. in the Public Record Office  

                                                                                                        (Baltimore, 1968);      

     A List of Thirteenth Century English Wills  by M.M. Sheehan (including some  

                 Canterbury wills)   (Genealogists’ Magazine, Vol. 9, 1961, pp. 259-266); 

     Index to wills in the Chancery Masters’ Exhibits (Class C103). 

 

British Library, Department of Manuscripts:  

     There are collections for many counties, for the most part copy wills or abstracts: 

     Archbishop’s Commissary [ie. the Consistory Court] for the Diocese and City of  

     Canterbury, Henry VI – 1730 (Addl 32,660-32,663);  

     Streatfeild collections: Vol. 19, Kent extracts (Addl 33,896) and Vol. 39,  

                                               Canterbury register extracts 1446-1603 (Addl 33,916 );  

     Miscellaneous including Kent (Addl 34,709); 

     Miscellaneous in Additional Manuscripts and Charters (online indexes). 

 

Lambeth Palace 

     The Archiepiscopal Registers include wills and administrations of people with 

     bona notabilia in more than one diocese within the Province of Canterbury. The  

     coverage is 1279-1644, although most are for around 1380-1580, after which they  

     are generally found in the PCC. The will index includes some 200 Kent parishes. 

     Index of Wills recorded in the Archiepiscopal Registers at Lambeth Palace  

                                               (1919; reprinted from The Genealogist, NS, Vols 34-35); 

     Calendar of Lambeth Administrations recorded in the Archbishops’ Registers 

                                                       (reprinted from The Genealogist Vols. 7-8, 1883-4). 

 

Canterbury Cathedral Archives 

     There are two volumes of City Registers containing entries for the period when  

     Canterbury (and many other cities) had the power to prove those parts of wills  

     concerning real estate until the ecclesiastical courts took over around 1580. Most  

     entries relate to Canterbury people.  

 

     CC/OA 1   Wills and deeds 1258-1503 

                        Probates of wills, oaths, indentures &c.  

                        Mostly Edward IV – Henry VII (about 200) 

 

     CC/OA 2   Wills and pleas 1290-1556 (about 175) 

 

     There is also another early volume: 

 

      U40   Consistory Court Act Book 1383-1395 

                Causes, mostly matrimonial, but with some testamentary material 

 

     The Christ Church Cathedral Priory registers include Sede Vacante wills, that is, 

wills proved in the court of the Prior and Chapter of Christ Church Cathedral while 

that body acted as guardian of the spiritualities of the See of Canterbury during 

successive vacancies in the archbishopric. The registers in total span 1284-1779 (after 

which registers were begun for separate business), although the Sede Vacante 

jurisdiction did not survive the Reformation. They cover Kent and other counties 

where monastic land was held, and as the archbishops oversaw the southern province, 
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the probate entries are equally wide-ranging. An introduction to this subject and 

details of the dates of the vacancies for English dioceses and parishes will be found in 

Calendar of Institutions by the Chapter of Canterbury, Sede Vacante (Kent Records 

Vol. 8, 1923).  

     From there one may proceed to the master index of entries in Sede Vacante Wills: 

A Calendar of Wills proved before the Commissary of the Prior and Chapter of Christ 

Church Canterbury during vacancies in the Primacy (Kent Records Vol. 3, 1914), 

which also includes an index of parishes, an appendix of transcripts of interesting 

archiepiscopal and other wills, and 60 administrations for the year 1500. Most of the 

928 wills, including a proportion for Kent, are register copies rather than originals, 

and cover the southern province, including Aetheric, AD 997, Athelstan, son of 

Ethelred, AD 1015, some for the 1200s-1400s, and many from 1500-1503. 

     The entries will be found within the following volumes and documents, all of 

which can be seen immediately at Canterbury:  

 

DCc Register F     Sede Vacante Wills and Administrations 1500-1503 (indexed); 

DCc Register G    Sede Vacante Wills and Priory Business 1333-1414 passim;   

DCc Register R    Sede Vacante Wills  1486; 1500-01; 1503; 

DCc Register U2  Sede Vacante Wills and Administrations 1558-1559; 

Sede Vacante scrapbooks I-IV  

               A vast 19
th

 century compilation of material relating to the administration of  

               the see during vacancies, including wills, depositions, mandates, libels, acts,  

               letters, inhibitions, reports, and much else, 13
th

 -18
th

 cent., but mostly for the  

               1200s-1400s. A master index is available. 

Chartae Antiquae A, B, F, H and W209-222, the last including wills 1269-1655. 

 

     There was long a Huguenot population in Canterbury, and abstracts of 105 wills 

for 1586-1704 (plus a few undated) can be found in The registers of the Walloon or 

Strangers’ Church in Canterbury (Huguenot Society Quarto Series, Vol. 5, Part 3 

(1898), pp.733-748). 

     The cataloguing of the vast collections at Canterbury onto a computer database 

continues apace. There are family and solicitors’ papers, together with other unofficial 

deposits, which certainly include many wills, both proved and unproved. At the time 

of writing, however, locating such wills is an unpredictable business.  

 

WHERE WOULD A WILL BE PROVED? 

 

     The five basic jurisdictions of ecclesiastical authority, starting with the highest, 

were a) the province (overseen by an archbishop); b) the diocese (bishop); c) the 

archdeaconry (archdeacon); d) the rural deanery (rural dean); and e) the parish 

(parochial minister, usually a vicar or rector). 

     Probate jurisdictions were based on ecclesiastical boundaries, and so often 

overlapped county and other civil ones. The general practice was that the will of a 

testator with bona notabilia (that is, £5 or more in goods) wholly in one jurisdiction 

would be proved in the local court. If he had bona notabilia in two jurisdictions, 

probate would take place in the higher or overriding court. Thus a testator with estate 

in just one archdeaconry or minor court would be proved there, but with estate in the 

jurisdiction of two such courts then in the episcopal court, and with estate in two 

bishoprics then in the archbishop’s prerogative court. If land was held in both the 
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northern province of York and the southern province of Canterbury, the senior court 

of Canterbury would take precedence. 

     Most counties also had peculiars, that is single or groups of parishes not subject to 

a superior court, but rather to that of the appropriate rector or other church official.  

Some manorial courts also exercised their own jurisdiction, and original or copy wills 

can sometimes be found within the court records. Occasionally, certain courts had a 

right to prove the will of strangers and visitors who happened to die within their 

jurisdiction. By far the easiest and quickest way to ascertain the various courts of each 

county is to examine the splendid series of coloured county parish maps published by 

the Institute of Genealogical and Heraldic Studies in Canterbury, either singly, or for 

the whole of England and Wales in The Phillimore Atlas and Index of Parish 

Registers (3
rd

 edition, 2003). 

     Some of the larger courts, notably the Prerogative Court of Canterbury (PCC), had 

several seats, each entering separate records, generally on a geographic basis. Thus 

many registers, including Kentish ones, have slightly overlapping dates with 

individual years split between two volumes; it may therefore be impossible to tell 

whether the entries are complete or include small gaps. 

     From about 1645 when civil unrest in England was increasing, probate entries 

begin to tail off, and there are few after 1650 other than in the PCC, and indeed, 

between 1653 and 1660 the superior court conducted all probate business throughout 

the land. Consequently, its indexes for this short period are of inestimable value. 

     Smaller courts had smaller fees, so humble estates are likely to be found in the 

local court, but from early times the monied and propertied classes sought the security 

and better safekeeping of the prerogative courts, most especially the PCC in London, 

of which more below. 

     More estates and intestacies than might be imagined were disputed or the subject 

of a testamentary trust, and if this is the case, or even suspected, strenuous efforts 

should be made to find the corresponding records which may well be voluminous and 

reveal genealogical and other information of the highest interest and importance. Very 

often, the searcher is alerted to such cases by a marginal note in the act book or 

register copy alluding to a second or third grant of probate, perhaps many years after 

the initial one.  

 

WHO MADE WILLS? 

 

     As solicitors constantly remind us, even today not enough people make wills, and 

thus we repeat the failings of our ancestors, for throughout history the number of 

testators was very small, perhaps no more than 10% of the population at best, and 

barely increased until the twentieth century. Until 1837 men aged 14 and above and 

women aged 12 and above could make wills, but thereafter all testators had to be at 

least 21. In 1837 the practice of making a nuncupative (or oral) will also ceased 

except for soldiers on service and mariners at sea. More testators will be found in 

rural areas than urban ones, poverty being greater in the cities, whereas country 

dwellers tended to have farms or land to bequeath. From the earliest times until the 

passing of the Married Women’s Property Act in 1882, only men, widows and 

spinsters left wills. There are some married women’s wills before this date, usually 

made in special circumstances and with the consent of her husband, but the law was 

that a husband automatically inherited his wife’s estate if she predeceased him. A 

woman’s will made before marriage was nullified by marriage. Idiots, lunatics and 

others of unsound mind were debarred from making wills, and such was the concern 
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about this that from early times every testator validated himself as compos mentis or 

“of sound mind and perfect memory”. Also excluded were such classes as slaves, 

prisoners, suicides, traitors, heretics and apostates. 

 

THE VALUE OF THE RECORDS 

 

     This can hardly be exaggerated. Genealogical problems, inexplicable, or even 

unsuspected for many years, may be solved by a one-line statement in a will, or by the 

name of a (possibly unexpected) administrator; and, conversely, the mention in a will 

of certain relatives may overturn completely a previously established pedigree. Not a 

few wills were made many years, sometimes decades, before the date of death, so the 

grant may record the fact that certain executors or relatives have died in the 

intervening period. Circumstantial, but bald, evidence from a parish register may be 

frequently substantiated or expanded by the contents of a will: thus a parent may 

reveal the maiden name of a bride who did not marry as a spinster, and thus lead to 

her baptism, or a man may mention two or more sons or daughters with the same 

Christian name, or give the names of children for whom no baptisms have been found. 

Beware, however, that there is never a guarantee that a testator will mention all of his 

children, as some may have received settlements or been provided for long before the 

death. The wish to be buried in a particular churchyard or bequests to the poor or its 

parish may indicate family origins, perhaps even birthplace. A man mentioning “my 

wife’s son” has clearly married a widow, and “my now wife” equally clearly indicates 

a second marriage, perhaps to a woman of the same first name. 

 

HOW TO ABSTRACT A WILL OR ADMINISTRATION 

 

     Skim the will for a general impression, and then note as an absolute minimum the 

name of the testator, the parish, the marital status, the court of probate, the date(s) of 

the will (and codicils), the date of probate, and the names of the executors. It is wise 

also to record the names of the overseers and witnesses, many being relatives, and 

whether the testator signed or made his mark, as well as the bodily health of the 

deceased (but disregard “of sound mind and perfect memory” as this was a legal 

requirement in order to make a will). Dates should always be written as 12 Oct 1664, 

with the month as a word between the date and year. Distinguish January and June as 

“Jany” and “June”. If there is no inventory, write down at the end your estimate of the 

social and financial standing, such as labourer, poor widow, substantial farmer, &c. 

     As for the contents, absolute consistency with Christian name abbreviations is 

important, otherwise you will not be able to distinguish Edward from Edmund or 

Mary from Mercy. Copy the relationships and names exactly as they appear, always 

with the surname if it is given. A separate line for each beneficiary is recommended. 

If your search is a genealogical one you may wish to ignore the bequests or perhaps 

summarise them as furniture, clothing, silver or money, and concentrate on the 

relationships. Children tend to be listed in order of seniority, and you may be able to 

check this from known baptisms. Relationships can be problematical and not what 

they seem to a modern eye. Father may mean a natural father, father-in-law or step-

father; natural son may mean own son as opposed to a base son, son-in-law or 

stepson; grandchildren may be called nephews and nephews called cousins. Kinsman 

is a vague term for which any assumption is dangerous, even as to a blood relative.  

     Esquire originally specifically indicated a man entitled to bear arms, and from the 

1500s onwards also a man of a family of this rank. Latterly it was also often bestowed 
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on solicitors, barristers, and men holding military or naval commissions from the 

Crown. Gentleman meant superior by position through birth and breeding, and below 

an esquire in social precedence, but later the title was debased and assumed by the 

many who desired social ascendancy. A yeoman was a man who lived in his own 

home and worked for himself as a small landowner or tenant farmer, sometimes of 

good birth but lesser condition, and certainly above the labouring status, while a 

husbandman was more or less a farm worker, and the word often has little more 

significance than householder. A clerk before about 1800 was always a cleric unless 

he was the parish clerk or held a civic position. A man described as “Mr” was of some 

standing, but not a gentleman. A woman described as “Mrs” until about 1750 may be 

of any marital status or social rank; thereafter it generally signifies a married woman 

or widow. 

     Administrations, being generally shorter, are easier to abstract, but great care 

should be taken in reading them as unique details may appear in just a few lines: 

typically one might find or infer the date of death, the name of a married daughter or 

brother-in-law, evidence of a move after the death, or the remarriage of a widow.  

 

GLOSSARY OF PROBATE TERMS 

 

Account – the listing made by an executor or administrator of their management and  

                  winding up of the estate, and often showing funeral costs, payments of  

                  debts &c. Can also include references to relatives and their needs, and 

                  especially the names and ages of children in cases of intestacy. 

   

Act – the endorsement on a will indicating that probate had been granted;  

          the official recording of a grant in an act book. 

 

Act Book – a continuous register of grants of probate and administration, sometimes  

                   including caveats, guardianships &c, and also non-testamentary matters  

                   such as marriage licences. There can be multiple non-consecutive entries  

                   for a single individual. Also called a day-book or diary. 

 

Administration – a grant to the next-of-kin or some other person in order to wind up  

                            an intestate estate. Also called letters of administration. 

 

Admon. – the abbreviation for (letters of) administration. 

 

Administration (with Will Annexed) - a grant by the court to the next-of-kin or other  

                                                             person when the will did not specify executors,  

                                                             or they had died, or renounced or were unable  

                                                             to act. The will was then attached (or annexed)  

                                                             to the administration bond(s). Some courts filed   

                                                             these documents with the wills, others with the  

                                                             administrations. 

Administration (Temerarious) – an ex officio declaration about an estate and its debts  

                                                    (such details rarely surviving elsewhere), enforcing  

                                                    proper administration through the prosecution of  

                                                    administrators or executors who had apparently  

                                                    seized the goods of the deceased. Mostly relating to  

                                                    administrations rather than probates. 
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Administrator – a person who has entered into a bond authorising him or her to    

                          administer the estate. An administrator may also be appointed if an  

                          executor or next-of-kin is a minor, or if there is no competent  

                          executor, or for an estate for which there is no valid will. 

 

Affidavit – a sworn declaration of the value of an estate made by an administrator,  

                   usually after having stated the parish and date of death of the deceased. 

 

Archdeaconry Court – the lowest of the ecclesiastical courts ordinarily exercising  

                                     testamentary jurisdiction, and in larger dioceses often  

                                     coterminous with a whole county. 

 

Assignation – an assignment to some person to administer an estate, or a transfer of  

                       the right from one person to another for the same purpose. 

 

Beneficiary – one who receives a bequest or benefit from a will. 

 

Bona Notabilia – a Latin term indicating an estate of a value of £5 or more. If the  

                            deceased had bona notabilia in more than one jurisdiction, then the  

                            higher court claimed superior jurisdiction to issue a grant. A bishop  

                            claimed this right if bona notabilia was held solely within his  

                            diocese, but the archbishop if in more than one diocese. 

                              

Bond – a signed, sealed and witnessed obligation by which a person (usually an  

             administrator) was bound in money and promised to carry out certain  

             provisions, such as administering an intestate estate, executing a will,  

             rendering an account or inventory, acting as a guardian, or submitting to  

             any other orders imposed by a court. 

 

Calendar – the contemporary lists of names of the testators and/or intestatees on  

                  whose estates a grant has been made. They are usually chronological and  

                  the entries subdivided by the first letter of the surname. 

 

Cause – a legal action between contending parties, from which arose such documents  

              as acts of court, allegations, answers, mandates, muniments, proceedings,  

              processes, proxies and warrants. 

 

Caveat – a warning notice issued by an interested person, often a creditor or relative, 

           to the probate court that no action concerning the granting of probate may be  

           taken without their case first being heard, a dispute often being the implication. 

 

 

 

Chasm (or Hiatus) – a break in the records of a probate court, sometimes over many  

                                 years, caused by either a loss of the records or temporary  

                                 disruption and closure.  

 

Codicil – single or multiple signed and witnessed additions to a will, made at the time  

                of writing or added subsequently. Originally a codicil signified a will, as  
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                opposed to a testament, and at that time was then known as a schedule. 

 

Commissary – a person with the authority to exercise jurisdiction on behalf of a  

                        bishop or other dignitary. 

 

Commission – an oath sworn before a local clergyman whereby a potential  

                        administrator or executor stated his relationship to the deceased (and  

                        often also the parish and date of death of the deceased) and undertook  

                        to prepare an inventory or account.  

 

Consistory Court – a court presided over by the bishop or his commissary general,  

                               superior to an archdeaconry court, for issuing grants of probate  

                               (especially for the clergy) and deciding or determining  

                               ecclesiastical causes arising within its jurisdiction. In East Kent it  

                               had jurisdiction over those parishes exempt from the archdeacon’s  

                               jurisdiction. Virtually synonymous with a Commissary Court. 

 

Contra Computantes – an administrator’s oath that there are no outstanding goods or  

                                     chattels to an estate. Similar to a temerarious administration  

                                     but concerned with exhibiting inventories and rendering  

                                     accounts. Mostly, but not wholly, relating to intestacies. 

 

Curation – the guardianship over orphaned minors who are under 21, but over 14 for   

                  boys and over 12 for girls. 

 

Dean (and Chapter) – the members of a post-Reformation cathedral chapter,  

                                   sometimes with peculiar jurisdiction over parishes in the  

                                   patronage of that cathedral. 

 

Decree – the judgment of a court, often noted in a probate calendar as “by  

               (interlocutory) decree”, and indicating that contested proceedings had taken  

                place prior to the granting of probate. 

 

Deposition – a testimony, usually in writing, given under oath, and often referred to as  

                     an affidavit.  

 

Diocese – the area of a bishop’s authority, the corresponding area of an archbishop  

                 being an archdiocese or province. 

 

Double Probate – if, at the time of the original grant of probate, power was reserved  

                             of making a like grant of probate to one of the executors who was  

                             unable to act or be present, the subsequent grant(s) to the remaining  

                             executor(s) are so designated.  

 

Executor/Executrix – a man/woman appointed by a testator to execute the will. 

                                   

Exhibit – a document produced in court concerning a disputed will, such as  

                 the will itself, inventories, accounts, affidavits, agreements &c. 

 

Exor. – the abbreviation for executor. 
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Grant – the act of approval by a court that the probate of a will or letters of  

             administration had been granted. 

 

Guardian – a person or persons aged 21 or more chosen by the minors of a deceased  

                    parent as a guardian during their minority, such minors sometimes also  

                    stating their ages, the name of their late parent, and their relationship to  

                    the guardian. In both quantity and extent the Canterbury series is by far  

                    the best in England. 

 

Holograph Will – a will written entirely in the hand of the testator. 

 

Inhibition – a writ to forbid a judge, bishop or other official in an inferior court from  

                    proceeding further in a cause before him; or the forbidding of a grant of  

                    probate being enacted in a lower court during the visitation of the official  

                    from a higher court. Typically, the visitation of a bishop to an  

                    archdeacon’s court would produce an inhibition, possibly lasting several  

                    months, every few years, during which time probate business would be  

                    transferred to the higher consistory court. Theoretically the visitation of  

                    an archbishop to a diocese would have the same effect on the consistory  

                    court, but in practice this was likely to be pro forma only.  

 

Intestate(e) -  a person who died without making a will or for whom no valid will  

                      could be found. 

 

Inventory – an itemised list with valuations of the cash, debts, and personal and  

                   household goods left by the deceased, from which the occupation may  

                   often be inferred. They become uncommon after the mid-1700s. 

 

Jurisdiction – the district over which a court claimed the right to grant probate and  

                      letters of administration. A peculiar within the area would be exempt. 

 

Limited Administration – an administration where the grant was limited to part of the  

                                          estate only. 

 

Limited Probate – a will where the grant of probate was limited to part of the estate  

                              only. 

 

Manor – a territory comprising part or whole of a parish or parishes held or owned by  

               some, perhaps noble, person as lord of the manor, one of whose occasional  

               privileges was to hold the right of grants of letters of administration and the  

               probate of wills. The manor thus functioned as a testamentary peculiar. 

 

Minor – a person under the legal age of 21 years. 

Monition – a summons, sometimes relating to a summons from a higher court  

                   requesting a lower one to send it certain documents. 

 

Nuncupative Will – an oral and unsigned will, often made on a deathbed or at other  

                                time of crisis, and written down by witnesses who later swore to  

                                its accuracy. The practice ceased in 1837 except for soldiers on  
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                                service and mariners at sea. It was treated in the same way as  

                                irregular, interlined and unwitnessed wills. 

 

Peculiar – one or more parishes, not necessarily adjacent or even in the same county,    

                 not subject to the usual testamentary authorities, but with the power to  

                 conduct its own probate business, overseen by the rector of the parish or a  

                 similar official. There were also lay, manorial, collegiate, bishops’,     

                 archbishops’ and royal peculiars. 

 

Personalty – personal property (goods, chattels, credits &c) as opposed to real (land) 

                     property. 

 

Prerogative Court – the probate courts of the Archbishops of Canterbury and York  

                                 which proved the wills of testators leaving goods in more than  

                                 one diocese or deanery. See also under Province. 

 

Probate – evidence that the document offered as the will of the deceased has been  

                accepted by the court and that the executor(s) or others have been granted  

                permission to carry out its provisions. The will has then been proved. 

 

Province – the group of dioceses over which an archbishop had authority, and so in  

                  England those of Canterbury and York. From the Reformation onwards the  

                  prerogative courts of the archbishops had superior jurisdiction over all  

                  other ecclesiastical courts, and Canterbury over York. From the same  

                  period onwards the province of York covered Cheshire, Cumberland,     

                  County Durham, Flintshire (southern detachment), Lancashire,         

                  Northumberland, Nottinghamshire, Westmorland, Yorkshire and the Isle      

                 of Man; the Province of Canterbury covered the rest of England and Wales. 

 

Rata Bonorum – lists of valuations of the goods and chattels of the deceased. 

 

Real Property – property in land, as opposed to personalty. 

 

Relict – a person left behind after the death of a spouse, nearly always relating to the  

             widow. The term “… Mary Brown, widow and relict of …” implies that she is  

             the widow of the deceased, rather than just any widow. 

 

Renunciation – a document signed by an executor or next-of-kin who refuses to 

                         apply for a grant of probate or administration. A note to this effect is  

                         often made in the act book. The date of death is sometimes given. 

 

See – not strictly the same as a diocese, but the seat (Latin sedes) of power or  

          authority of a bishop or archbishop, and so the diocesan centre. 

 

Sentence – a final judgment, determination and opinion following a court trial about a  

                  disputed will. The will was then entered “by sentence”. Many such wills  

                  and their sentences are to be found in the PCC. 

 

Special Probate – a grant of probate made after special problems have arisen. 
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Surrogate – a deputy, often a parish minister, appointed by an ecclesiastical court to  

                   act on its behalf. 

 

Suit – a disputed case concerning probate records. 

 

Testator/Testatrix – a man or woman who has made a will. 

 

Tuition –  guardianship by a person over 21 of orphaned boys under 15 and girls  

                 under 13. If a woman, then only a mother or grandmother could act. 

 

Vacancy – a break in the official business of a court occasioned by the death,  

                  resignation or translation of the chief official, during which the court might  

                  be closed and its business transferred elsewhere (although often pro forma  

                  in that the same officials carried on, employing powers delegated to them  

                  from the temporary court). Some courts, however, operated normally  

                  during a vacancy. 

 

Visitation – an official visit by an ecclesiastical dignitary or official of a higher court  

                    to a lower or minor one, as the visit of a bishop to an archdeacon’s court. 

 

Will -  the instrument by which a testator disposed of his property and rights at death,  

           and normally arranged into the following categories: 

           original – the actual document made by the testator and retained by the court; 

           copy – a copy made by the court after probate and given to the excecutor; 

           registered – a copy of a proved will written up into a register for reference;  

           unregistered – a will which has been proved but not written up into a register; 

           unproved – a deposited but unproved will, filed with original wills. 
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STEPS IN LOOKING FOR A WILL OR ADMINISTRATION 

 

A   Look up the parish in the index and note the court and diocese. 

 

B   Search the records of the court indicated, and then the balance of courts in that  

      diocese. Always check both registered and original wills, and administrations. If  

      a will or administration is located, never fail to read the act book entry. 

 

C   If the parish is in West Kent, especially in the north-western corner, check also the  

      Commissary Court of London. 

 

D   In all cases, search at least the wills and administrations of the PCC. 

 

E   It may also be worth checking the Prerogative Court of York. 

 

F   Remember that in the absence of a will or administration there could still be bonds  

     and other valuable documents, as itemised under the various courts below. 

 

 

REASONS WHY NO WILL OR ADMINISTRATION CAN BE FOUND 

 

A   Although useful in the absence of anything else, do not rely on the contemporary  

      calendars and indexes whose omission rate is probably in the order of 5% or  

      perhaps more.  

 

B   The entry has been misindexed or entered only under an alias unknown to you.  

      Herein lies the value of searching the act books and original documents. 

 

C   A will might have been made but never taken to the courts after death, and thus  

      remains in the family papers or elsewhere. 

 

D   Wealthy people might have been in receipt of an income from relatives, but  

      predeceased them, thus necessitating no grant. A man might also have settled his  

      estate on his children well before death and so died with little left to be tied up. 

 

E   A will may have been proved or an administration granted long after the death,  

      perhaps even many decades later. 

 

F   The estate could have lain entirely outside the jurisdiction in which the deceased  

      lived, and a grant was thus made in a distant court. Remember that the place of  

      making a will is not necessarily the permanent parish of abode. 

 

G   For no obvious reasons many larger courts include “stray” entries: it sometimes  

      happened that the only person able or willing to wind up the estate lived at a great  

      distance and so took out a grant at his convenience in a local court. 

 

H   As a last resort, if there is nothing for your individual, the standard genealogical  

      practice of examining every entry for the surname, although time-consuming, has  

      revolutionised many pedigrees. 
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THE RECORD OFFICES 

 

Centre for Kentish Studies 

        

     Sessions House, County Hall, Maidstone ME14 1XQ 

     Telephone: 01622 694363     Fax: 01622 694379     Email: archives@kent.gov.uk 

     Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday 9-5; Thursday 10-5; second and fourth Saturdays 9-1 

     www.kent.gov.uk/e&l/artslib/archives 

 

Canterbury Cathedral Archives 

 

     The Precincts, Canterbury CT1 2EH 

     Telephone: 01227 865330     Email: archives@canterbury-cathedral.org 

     Monday to Thursday 9-5; first and third Saturdays 9-1 

     www.canterbury-cathedral.org/archives.htm/ 

 

The National Archives 

 

     Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Surrey TW9 4DU    

     Telephone 020 8876 3444        Kew Gardens tube station     

     Monday, Wednesday, Friday 9-5; Tuesday 10-7; Thursday 9-7; Saturday 9.30-5 

     www.nationalarchives.gov.uk 

 

Family Records Centre 

 

     1 Myddleton St, London EC1R 1UQ 

     Telephone 020 8392 5200     Opening hours as for the National Archives 

     Just off Rosebery Avenue     Buses 19, 38, 63 or 341   

     Angel or Faringdon tube stations. 

 

Lambeth Palace Library 

 

     Lambeth Palace Rd, London SE1 7JU             Monday-Friday 10-5 

     Telephone 020 7898 1400                                Waterloo or Vauxhall tube stations 

     www.lambethpalacelibrary.org 

 

Principal Probate Registry 

 

     First Avenue House, 42-49 High Holborn, London WC1V 6NP 

     Telephone: 020 7947 6000          Monday – Friday 10 - 4.30      

     Holborn or Chancery Lane tube stations     www.courtservice.gov.uk 

 

The Society of Genealogists 

 

     14 Charterhouse Buildings, Goswell Rd, London EC1M 7BA 

      Telephone 020 7251 8799          Barbican tube station 

      Email: library@sog.org.uk         www.sog.org.uk 

      Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday 10-6; Thursday 10-8. 
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THE DIOCESE OF ROCHESTER 

 

Introduction 

 

     The diocese of Rochester, the smaller of Kent’s two ancient divisions, was founded 

shortly after Canterbury in A.D. 604 (and so by coincidence this year celebrates its 

1400
th

 anniversary). It covered the western third of the county as a single 

archdeaconry, and had boundaries contiguous with Surrey and Sussex. It also included 

Lamberhurst which lay partly in East Sussex and partly in West Kent, as well as the 

Bishop’s two peculiar parishes of Isleham, Cambridgeshire, and Freckenham, Suffolk. 

Its probate jurisdictions were: 

 

The Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts of Rochester (about 95 parishes). The 

Consistory Court was considerably larger than the Archdeaconry Court, but the two 

exercised a co-extensive jurisdiction over all parishes not in the two peculiars, 

covering the deaneries of Dartford, Malling and Rochester. It follows that the records 

of both courts must always be searched. Records survive for the Archdeaconry Court 

1635-1857, and for the Consistory Court 1437-1858. 

 

The Archbishop’s Peculiar of the Deanery of Shoreham (34 parishes). Records 

survive for 1614-1841. It was administered along with the Deanery of the Arches and 

the Deanery of Croydon from Lambeth Palace. In 1846 Gillingham, Meopham and 

Northfleet were transferred to the new Diocese of Rochester, so for these three 

parishes alone records may survive in the two Rochester courts for 1846-1857 as well 

as in the PCC. The remaining 31 parishes were transferred to the Archdeaconry of 

Maidstone in the Diocese of Canterbury, but no records seem to have survived from 

1846 other than in the PCC.  

 

The Peculiar of the Rector of Cliffe. A single parish subject to its rector for probate 

business. Records survive for 1670-1843. The parish was transferred to the new 

Diocese of Rochester in 1846, so records may survive in the two Rochester courts for 

1846-1857, as well as in the PCC. 

 

     In 1846 the Diocese of Rochester was reorganised when the Rural Deaneries of 

Dartford and Malling, and most of Shoreham, were absorbed into the Diocese of 

Canterbury, leaving the Rural Deanery of Rochester together with a few linked 

parishes in Essex and Hertfordshire to form the new Diocese of Rochester. No probate 

material has survived for the Malling Deanery or parts of Dartford and Shoreham 

Deaneries from after this reorganisation, and thus the only hope of a successful search 

will lie in the PCC. Note also that at the same time the populous north-western 

parishes of Charlton, Deptford, Eltham, Greenwich, Lee, Lewisham, Plumstead and 

Woolwich were transferred to the Diocese of London, and thus for 1846-1858 records 

for these eight parishes must be sought in the Consistory Court of London or the PCC.  

     The author’s own London Probate Index 1750-1858 covers wills and admons. for 

the Consistory Court of London plus all other London and Middlesex courts (less the 

PCC), and contains many Kentish entries. Search fees are £5 plus s.a.e. for up to 10 

entries of a surname, the balance being supplied at 50p each. 

     The library of the Society of Genealogists has films of some indexes. These I 

annotate below, but as none bears a piece or class number, and thus eludes positive 

identification, they should be treated with caution.      
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West Kent Rural Deaneries 

 

     With the exceptions of the Shoreham and Cliffe Peculiars (for which see below), 

the rest of the Rochester Diocese was divided into three rural deaneries. Their 

constituent parishes until 1846 were: 

 

Dartford: Beckenham; Bromley; Charlton; Chelsfield, Chislehurst; Cudham;  

                 Dartford; Deptford; East Wickham; Eltham; Erith; Farnborough; Foots  

                 Cray; Greenwich; Horton Kirby; Lee; Lewisham; Lullingstone; North  

                 Cray; Plumstead; St Paul’s Cray; Sutton-at-Hone; West Wickham;  

                 Wilmington; Woolwich 

                 All parishes transferred to the Diocese of Canterbury in 1846. 

 

Malling: Addington; Allington; Ashurst; Barming; Bidborough; Birling; Brenchley;  

                Capel; Cowden; Ditton; Edenbridge; Hadlow; Horsmonden; Kemsing;  

                Lamberhurst; Leigh; Leybourne; Mereworth; Nettlestead; Offham;  

                Paddlesworth; Pembury; Ryarsh; Seal; Shipbourne; Speldhurst; Teston;  

                Tonbridge; Trottiscliffe; Tudeley; Tunbridge Wells; Wateringbury;  

                Westerham; West Farleigh; West Malling; West Peckham; Yalding 

                All parishes transferred to the Diocese of Canterbury in 1846. 

 

Rochester: Allhallows; Ash; Aylesford; Burham; Chalk; Chatham; Cobham;  

                   Cooling; Cuxton; Denton; Fawkham; Frindsbury; Gravesend; Halling;  

                   Hartley; Higham; High Halstow; Hoo St Mary; Hoo St Werburgh;  

                   Kingsdown; Longfield; Luddesdown; Merston; Milton; Nursted; Ridley;  

                   Rochester; Shorne; Snodland; Southfleet; Stoke; Stone; Strood;  

                   Swanscombe; Wouldham 

                   All parishes, with Gillingham, Meopham and Northfleet from the  

                   Shoreham Deanery, constituted the new Diocese of Rochester from 1846. 

 

 

Map of the Diocese of Rochester 
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THE ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF ROCHESTER    

 

Jurisdiction: the whole of the diocese, less the two peculiars 

 

All records are at Maidstone. 

 

Act Books   DRa/ Pa 

 

DRa/ Pa 1   Probate and Administration Acts 1635-1644; 1670-1671. 

                    Inventory values usually appended. For the single year 1671 Admons.  

                    are for the Archdeaconry Court and Wills for the Consistory Court.  

         Integral indexes. 

 

DRa/ Pa 2-4   Probate and Administration. Acts 1675-1690; 1694; 1711-1712; 

                      1719-1747. 

 

                       Integral indexes down to 1720 only. 

 

DRa/ Pa 5-6   Probate and Administration Acts 1748-1857 

                       From 1846 wills relate to the Rochester Deanery only. 

 

 

Administration Bonds     DRa/ Pb     See the Consistory Court of Rochester 

 

 

Caveats     DRa/ Pc     See the Consistory Court of Rochester 

 

 

Inventories     DRa/ Pi     See the Consistory Court of Rochester 

 

 

Papers in Causes (testamentary)   DRa/ Jlt 

 

DRa/ Jlt 1-6   Papers in Causes 1761-1762 passim (14). 

 

 

Probate Indexes   DRa/ PRi 

 

DRa/ PRi 1-3   Wills and Administrations 1680-1857 (film at SoG) 

 

                         Including unproved wills. 

 

                         Card index at Maidstone: original and registered wills 1635-1858. 

 

 

Wills (originals)   DRa/ Pw 

 

DRa/ Pw 1-19   Original Wills 1635-1642; 1671-1689; 1694; 1712-1857. 
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                          THE ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF ROCHESTER 

 

Wills (registers)   DRa/ Pwr 

 

DRa/ Pwr 1       Wills 1680-1689 (including a few from the Consistory Court) 

DRa/ Pwr 2       Wills 1684-1688; 1713-1714 (including Consistory Court 1704-1710) 

DRa/ Pwr 3-10  Wills 1718-1857 

                           For 1635-1642 see the Consistory Court Will Registers. 

 

Summary of courts to be searched 

 

1383-1858: all parishes - PCC 

1635-1857: all parishes - as above 

1846-1858: Charlton, Deptford, Eltham, Greenwich, Lee, Lewisham, Plumstead  

                    and Woolwich – Consistory Court of London. 

 

 

THE CONSISTORY COURT OF ROCHESTER      

 

Jurisdiction: the whole of the diocese, less the two peculiars. 

 

All records are at Maidstone. 

 

Act Books   DRb/ Pa 

 

DRb/ Pa 1-9   Composite Acts (testamentary; ex officio; instance) 

                        1437-1468; 1472-1475; 1481-1501; 1511-1535. 

 

                        For Probate Acts 1482-1513, see the Will Registers. 

 

DRb/ Pa 10   Draft Instance Acts 1567-1569 

DRb/ Pa 16                 do.             1593-1599. 

 

DRb/ Pa 11-15   Instance Acts 1568-1587; 1590-1597 

DRb/ Pa 17-18           do.          1598-1610. 

 

DRb/ Pa 13; 19   Ex Officio Acts 1582-1587; 1587-1590 

DRb/ Pa 21-23        do.           1591-1593; 1602-1606; 1624-1625 

DRb/ Pa 33             do. (West Malling Deanery only) 1630-1636. 

 

DRb/ Pa 20   Instance and Ex Officio Acts 1711-1716. 

 

Drb/ Pa 24   Probate Acts and Testamentary Depositions 1544-1548. 

 

DRb/ Pa 25-31   Probate and Administration Acts 1664-1668; 1678-1858 

 

                           For the year 1671 see the Archdeaconry Court Act Books. 

 

DRb/ Pa 32   Lists of Wills and Administrations proved in the Archdeaconry (1787- 

                     1858) and Consistory (1790-1858) Courts of Rochester. 
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                             THE CONSISTORY COURT OF ROCHESTER 

 

 

Administration Bonds   DRb/ Pb 

 

DRb/ Pb 1-65   Administration Bonds (Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts) 

                         1666-1814; 1834-1858 (about 7,000). 

 

 

 

Caveats   DRb/ Pc  

 

DRb/ Pc 1-2   Caveats (Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts) 1678-1797 

 

DRb/ Pc 3-4   Caveats (Consistory Court) 1704-1787.  

 

                       Volumes with integral indexes (about 4,000-5,000). 

 

 

 

Deposition Books (including testamentary)   DRb/ Jd 

 

DRb/ Jd 1-2   1541-1571; 1631-1636 

 

                       Index: DRb/ Jd 1-2 complete (Harrington index). 

 

 

 

Inventories   DRb/ Pi 

 

DRb/ Pi 1-58   Inventories (Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts) 1687-1784 

                         (about 2,000). 

 

         Index: DRb/ Pi 1-58 complete by names, occupations and places at Maidstone. 

 

 

 

Papers in Causes (Testamentary)   DRb/ Jlt 

 

DRb/ Jlt 1-3   Papers in Causes 1745; 1750; 1755 (3). 

 

 

 

Probate Indexes   DRb/ PRi   

 

DRb/ PRi 1-12   Wills 1454-1857 (film at SoG) 

                           Administrations 1603-1617; 1635-1644; 1660-1702; 1715-1857. 

 

                           Including unproved wills. 
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                                THE CONSISTORY COURT OF ROCHESTER 

 

 

DRb/ PRi 13    Wills and Administrations 1841-1858 

                         

                  The contents of this volume are now identified as relating to the  

                  Commissary Court of London, and all the entries are thus included in the  

                  author’s London Probate Index. 

             

                  Card index at Maidstone: original and registered wills 1440-1858. 

 

                  Index of wills proved in the Rochester Consistory Court 1440-1561  

                  [registered wills] (Kent Records Vol 9, 1924).                         

 

 

 

Renunciations   DRb/ Pr 

 

DRb/ Pr   One renunciation for 1742. 

 

 

 

Wills (originals)   DRb/ Pw 

 

DRb/ Pw 1-66   Original Wills 1499-1529; 1536; 1542-1653; 1660-1857. 

 

 

 

Wills (registers)   DRb/ Pwr 

 

DRb/ Pwr 1-40   Wills 1440-1620; 1623-1652; 1660-1857.  

 

                            Wills and Administrations 1440-1561 (about 8,000). 

 

                            Some gaps pre-1552 and 1600-1720; fewer entries after c.1750. 

 

                            DRb/ Pwr 5-6 (1482-1513) also include Probate Acts. 

                            DRb/ Pwr 19 (1635-1642) also includes Archdeaconry Court Wills. 

 

                            For scattered entries 1680-1689 and full entries 1704-1710, see  

                            the Archdeaconry Court Will Registers. 

 

 

 

Summary of courts to be searched 

 

1383-1858: all parishes - PCC 

1437-1858: all parishes - as above 

1846-1858: Charlton, Deptford, Eltham, Greenwich, Lee, Lewisham, Plumstead  

                    and Woolwich – Consistory Court of London. 
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THE ARCHBISHOP’S PECULIAR OF THE DEANERY OF SHOREHAM      
 

All records are at Lambeth Palace 
 

Some of the records for this deanery are included in those which also cover the 

Deanery of the Arches and the Deanery of Croydon, both of which lay chiefly in 

Surrey. These listings are exclusive to Shoreham Deanery unless stated otherwise. 

 

Jurisdiction: Bexley; Brasted; Chevening; Chiddingstone; Crayford; Darenth;         

     Downe; East Farleigh; East Malling;  East Peckham; Eynsford; Farningham;  

     Gillingham with Lidsing; Grain; Halstead; Hayes; Hever; Hunton; Ifield; Ightham;  

     Keston; Knockholt; Meopham; Northfleet; Orpington; Otford; Penshurst; Plaxtol;  

     St Mary Cray; Sevenoaks; Shoreham; Stansted; Sundridge; Wrotham. 

 

Records 

VH 96  Original Wills 1614-1821 and 1841; Inventories 1664-1734 (plus some  

             warrants, bonds, guardians and renunciations 1664-1816) (about 4,000). 

VH 97/ 1-9     Will Registers 1664-1821; 1841. 

VH 98/ 1-10   Probate and Administration Act Books 1629-1642; 1661-1821; 1841. 

VH 99/ 1-6     Caveat Books 1664-1831. 

        

   VH 96-99 are indexed by VH 100/ 10 (also including entries for Croydon Deanery). 

 

Indexes 

VH 100/ 1        Original Wills 1614-1648. 

VH 100/ 2        Will Registers 1664-1699. 

VH 100/ 3-7     Wills and Administrations 1684-1832 (KFHS microfiches). 

VH 100/ 11       Inventories (includes some exhibits, depositions and citations) for  

                          all three deaneries 1664-1734 (about 1,500) (KFHS microfiches). 

VH 101/ 1-97    Certificates of bona notabilia 1665-1686  (97). 

VH 82/ 1-223    Testamentary case papers 1629-1832  (223). 

                          Wills, Administrations and Inventories 1664-1738 (SoG typescript). 

                

The following are available at Maidstone: 

VH 100/ 10 is on the open shelves as a large blue volume, PRS/ Index 1. Of its 

contents, films are available of original wills 1614-1841 at PRS/W/ 1-18 and of bonds 

1614-1841 at PRS/B/ 1-25. (The Maidstone catalogue warns that the bond series may 

relate to cases of intestacy only.) 

VH 100/ 11 is on the open shelves as a thinner blue volume, PRS/Index 2. Its entire 

contents are available on film as PRS/I/ 1-25. 

 

Summary of courts to be searched 

1383-1858: all parishes - PCC 

1614-1841: all parishes - as above 

1846-1858: Gillingham, Meopham and Northfleet (only) – Diocese of Rochester 

                 

In 1846 all parishes, excepting Gillingham, Meopham and Northfleet, were 

transferred to the Diocese of Canterbury. These three parishes remained as part of the 

new Diocese of Rochester. 
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THE PECULIAR OF THE RECTOR OF CLIFFE              
 

Jurisdiction: the single parish of Cliffe 

 

All records are at Maidstone 

 

DR/ Cp/ Ja1   Testamentary Acts and registered Wills, etc., 1671-1702.  

 

DR/ Cp/ Jw1   Will registers 1701-1795 (with two pages of probate acts 1692-1703). 

                        

DR/ Cp/ Jw2/ 1   Original Wills, Administrations and Bonds 1675-1811. 

 

DR/ Cp/ Jw2/ 2   Original Wills and Administrations 1718-1843. 

 

DR/ Cp/ Jw3-10   Letters, papers, renunciations, guardianships and bonds in very  

                              small quantities, 1670-1797. 

 

Indexes (typescript) 

 

DR/ Cp/ Ji 1   Inventories 1670-1769  (99). 

 

DR/ Cp/ Ji 2   Inventories 1696-1702  (4). 

 

DR/ Cp/ Ji 3   Inventories 1720-1794  (27). 

 

Card Indexes 

 

DR/ CP/ Ja 1 (as above)   Acts and Wills 1671-1702. 

 

DR/ CP/ Jw 1 (as above)   Wills 1701-1795. 

 

DR/ CP/ Jw2/ 1-2 (as above)   Original Wills, Administrations and Bonds 1675-1843. 

 

Summary of courts to be searched 

1383-1858: PCC 

1670-1843: as above 

1846-1858: Diocese of Rochester 

 

In 1846 Cliffe was transferred to the Diocese of Rochester. 

 

 

THE WEST KENT PROBATE INDEX 

 

     The author has indexed the entire Diocese (the two Rochester courts and the two 

peculiars) for 1800-1858. The entries are taken from the Act Books and include both 

wills and administrations. Search fees are as for his London Probate Index 1750-1858 

and East Kent Burial Index 1813-1841: £5 plus sae for up to 10 entries of a surname. 

(1750-1799 is in progress but not available for the foreseeable future.) 

     An index of wills and administrations for the entire diocese c.1437-1650 is 

available on CDRom as The History of Sevenoaks (www.eminent.demon.co.uk). 
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THE DIOCESE OF CANTERBURY 

 

Introduction 

 

     The Diocese of Canterbury, the senior of Kent’s two ancient ecclesiastical 

divisions, and indeed the oldest and most venerable of all England, was founded in 

A.D. 597. It covered the eastern two thirds of the county, stretching from Maidstone 

and the River Medway to the east coast, and included the mother church of England at                               

Canterbury as well as four of the five Cinque Ports.  

     In comparison with its westerly neighbour the probate jurisdictions are a far less 

complicated affair as until at least the advent of the Principal Probate Registry in 1858 

there was just the one archdeaconry. There were some 281 parishes, divided into 

eleven deaneries. These deaneries are immaterial for probate searches, but as they are 

useful for other types of investigations, I list them below. 

     In addition to this much simpler situation, the researcher will be more than 

adequately rewarded by the breadth and scope of the surviving records: some of the 

classes, notably the probate accounts and deposition records, are prodigious in 

quantity and outstanding in content. The former have now been indexed by the British 

Record Society down to 1660, but many of the other classes at Canterbury are of 

manageable size and present splendid opportunities for those able and willing to index 

original documents. 

 

     The two probate jurisdictions, in theory, were separate, but it seems that there was 

some overlapping so wisdom would dictate that both always be searched. 

 

The Archdeaconry Court of Canterbury (about 226 parishes) was the superior 

court with a correspondingly larger volume of business. Records cover 1449-1858.  

 

The Consistory Court of Canterbury (about 55 parishes) comprised a much smaller 

group exempt from the jurisdiction of the archdeacon and answerable only to the 

archbishop. The jurisdiction was abolished in 1837, but the court continued its 

business down to 1858. Records cover 1396-1858. 

 

The Exempt Jurisdiction of Wingham operated between 1471 and 1546 when the 

Provost of Wingham College, assuming the prerogative delegated to him by the 

archbishop, exercised jurisdiction over the five adjacent parishes of Ash, 

Goodnestone, Nonington, Wingham and Womenswold. Between these dates their 

records were maintained separately, although any original wills are to be found in the 

Consistory Court series. After the suppression of the college in 1546, the five parishes 

were placed into the jurisdiction of the Consistory Court. 

 

 

East Kent Rural Deaneries 

 

Bridge: Adisham; Ash; Barham; Bekesbourne; Bishopsbourne; Boughton Aluph;  

          Bridge; Brook; Challock; Chartham; Chilham; Chillenden; Crundale; Elmstone;  

          Godmersham; Goodnestone (next Wingham); Ickham; Kingston; Littlebourne;  

          Molash; Nonington; Patrixbourne; Petham; Preston (next Wingham); Staple;  

          Stelling; Stodmarsh; Stourmouth; Upper Hardres; Waltham; Wickhambreaux;  

          Wingham; Womenswold and Wye. 
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Canterbury: the city parishes of All Saints; Christ Church Cathedral; Holy Cross; Sts  

           Alphege; Andrew; Dunstan; George; Margaret; Mary Bredin; Mary Bredman;  

           Mary Magdalene; Mary Northgate; Martin; Mildred; Paul; Peter; together with  

           Blean; Fordwich; Hackington; Harbledown; Lower Hardres; Milton Chapel;  

           Nackington; Sturry and Thanington. 

 

Charing: Ashford; Benenden; Bethersden; Biddenden; Boughton Malherbe; Charing;  

           Cranbrook; Eastwell; Egerton; Frittenden; Great Chart; Hawkhurst; Headcorn;  

           High Halden; Hothfield; Kennington; Little Chart; Newenden; Pluckley;  

           Rolvenden; Sandhurst; Smarden; Tenterden and Westwell. 

 

Dover: Alkham; Buckland (in Dover); Capel; Charlton; Cheriton; Dover St James;  

             Dover St Mary; Folkestone; Guston; Hawkinge; Hougham; Lydden;  

             Newington (near Hythe); Poulton; River; St Margaret’s at Cliffe; Swingfield;  

             Temple Ewell and Whitfield. 

 

Elham: Acrise; Bircholt; Brabourne; Denton; Elham; Elmsted; Hastingleigh; Hythe;  

         Lyminge; Monks Horton; Paddlesworth; Postling; Saltwood; Stanford; Stowting  

         and Wootton. 

 

Lympne: Aldington; Appledore; Bilsington; Blackmanstone; Bonnington; Brenzett;  

           Brookland; Burmarsh; Dymchurch; Eastbridge; Ebony; Fairfield; Hinxhill;  

           Hope; Hurst; Ivychurch; Kenardington; Kingsnorth; Lydd; Lympne; Mersham;  

           Midley; Newchurch; New Romney; Old Romney; Orgarswick; Orlestone;  

           Ruckinge; St Mary in the Marsh; Sellindge; Sevington; Shadoxhurst; Smeeth;  

           Snargate; Snave; Stone-in-Oxney; Warehorne; West Hythe; Willesborough;  

           Wittersham and Woodchurch. 

 

Ospringe: Badlesmere; Boughton-under-Blean; Buckland (near Faversham);  

            Davington; Doddington; Eastling; Faversham; Goodnestone (next Faversham);  

            Graveney; Harty; Hernhill; Leaveland; Luddenham; Lynsted; Newnham;  

            Norton; Oare; Ospringe; Otterden; Preston (next Faversham); Selling;  

            Sheldwich; Stalisfield; Stone (next Faversham); Teynham and Throwley. 

 

Sandwich: Barfrestone; Betteshanger; Coldred; Deal; East Langdon; Eastry;  

          Eythorne; Great Mongeham; Ham; Knowlton; Little Mongeham; Northbourne;  

          Ringwould; Ripple; Sandwich St Clement; Sandwich St Mary; Sandwich St  

          Peter; Sholden; Sibertswold; Stonar; Sutton (near Dover); Tilmanstone;  

          Waldershare; Walmer; West Langdon; Woodnesborough and Worth. 

 

Sittingbourne: Bapchild; Bicknor; Bobbing; Borden; Bredgar; Eastchurch; Elmley;  

           Hartlip; Iwade; Kingsdown (near Sittingbourne); Leysdown; Lower Halstow;  

           Milstead; Milton Regis; Minster-in-Sheppey; Murston; Newington (near  

           Sittingbourne); Rainham; Rodmersham; Sittingbourne; Stockbury; Tonge;  

           Tunstall; Upchurch; Warden and Wychling. 

 

Sutton: Bearsted; Boughton Monchelsea; Boxley; Bredhurst; Broomfield; Chart  

         Sutton; Detling; East Sutton; Frinsted; Goudhurst; Harrietsham; Hollingbourne;  

         Hucking; Langley; Leeds; Lenham; Linton; Loose; Maidstone; Marden; Otham;  

         Staplehurst; Sutton Valence; Thurnham; Ulcombe and Wormshill. 
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Westbere: Acol; Birchington; Chislet; Herne; Hoath; Minster-in-Thanet; Monkton;  

           Reculver; St Nicholas at Wade; Sarre; Seasalter; Swalecliffe; Thanet St John,  

           St Lawrence and St Peter; Westbere and Whitstable. 

 

A Diocesan Index for 1577-1639 

 

     Some twenty years ago discussions between the Kent Archaeological and British 

Record Societies led to proposals to index more of the Diocese of Canterbury’s 

probate records. At present BRS Volumes 6 and 65 cover wills and administrations 

for the two Canterbury Courts down to 1577, and the plan was not only to extend the 

index to 1639 (that is, the end of the main period before the Commonwealth 

interregnum), but also to incorporate the act books, original and registered wills, 

various types of administration, guardians and inventories, these in summary being 

PRC 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 22, 31, 32 and 43. The project further had the noble 

intention that all references to an individual (original will, registered will, probate act, 

administration act, or whatever had survived) should be brought together on a single 

slip. 

      At the time of writing the slipped material lies in 32 card index drawers at 

Canterbury, but its exact coverage and completeness has not yet been ascertained. 

What is certain is that some classes are now separately and completely indexed, if not 

also published (see below for, inter alia, PRC 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 27); 

what remains uncertain is whether the entire project has actually been completed and 

slipped. There are plans to apply for funding to complete the indexing and see the 

whole project through to publication, but the timescale is presently unknown. 

 

 

Map of the Diocese of Canterbury 
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THE ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF CANTERBURY 

 

 

Records are divided between Canterbury and Maidstone 

 

 

Jurisdiction: the whole of the diocese (about 281 parishes) less about 55  

                       parishes, qv. the Consistory Court 

 

 

 

Conspectus of the records: 

 

PRC 1        Accounts (originals) 1602-1650; 1661-1728 

PRC 2        Accounts (registers) 1568-1639; 1671-1699 

PRC 3        Act Books 1487-1650; 1660-1858 

PRC 43      Act Books 1630-1728 passim 

DCb/ K/E  Affidavits 1826-1829; 1843-1844 

PRC 34      Affidavits 1829-1842; 1845-1848; 1851-1857 

PRC 4        Bonds 1660-1858 

PRC 5        Caveats 1625-1638; 1641-1650; 1660-1858   

PRC 6        Commissions for Probate and Admons (papers) 1676-1724; 1762-1763 

PRC 36      Commissions for Admons 1618-1625; 1634-1638; 1660-1840; 1850-1857 

PRC 7        Contra Computantes (registers) 1581-1650; 1661-1675 

PRC 8        Guardians (registers) 1584-1650; 1660-1784 

PRC 9        Guardians (papers) 1676-1731 

DCb/ K/G  Guardians (papers) 1738-1810  

DCb/ K/I    Indexes of Wills 1517-1518; 1549-1553; 1556-1573; 1576-1593 

PRC 10      Inventories (registers) 1564-1638 

PRC 11      Inventories (papers) 1571-1650; 1660-1778; 1780-1786; 1789-1792;  

                   1794; 1800-1842 

PRC 12      Mandates to Induct (papers) 1661; 1672-1696; 1700-1730 

PRC 13      Penances (papers) 1663-1732 

PRC 14      Renunciations of Administration and Executorship 1676-1857 

PRC 15      Temerarious Administrations 1585-1643; 1645-1646; 1660-1716 

PRC 16      Wills (originals and copies) 1450-1650; 1656-1657; 1660-1858 

PRC 17      Wills (registers) 1449-1648; 1660-1858 

PRC 18      Miscellaneous records 1581-1799 passim 
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                                ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF CANTERBURY 

 

 

 

Accounts (originals)     PRC 1                                                  Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 1/ 1-18   Accounts 1602-1650; 1661-1728, plus some miscellaneous (1,916). 

                       

              Indexes: PRC 1/ 1-18 complete in BRS Vol. 112 (1999) (KFHS microfiches); 

                             PRC 1/ 1-18 complete by name/parish – transcript at Maidstone. 

 

 

 

Accounts (registers)     PRC 2                                                  Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 2/ 1-42   Accounts 1568-1639; 1671-1699 (7,804). 

 

                      PRC 2/ 1-4 with tables of contents. 

                                                                                           

              Transcript: PRC 2/ 5-7 (1589-1595) at Canterbury. 

     

              Indexes: PRC 2/ 1-42 complete in BRS Vol. 112 (1999) (KFHS microfiches); 

                             PRC 2/ 1-42 indexed by PRC 48/ 1-2 (film at SoG); 

                             PRC 2/ 1-42 complete by name/parish – transcript at Maidstone. 

 

 

 

Act Books     PRC 3                             Records at Maidstone (films at Canterbury)    

 

PRC 3/ 1-56   Acts 1487-1650; 1660-1858 (23,557 down to 1645).         

                                                              

  Indexes: PRC 3/ 21-56 (c.1585-1858) with integral indexes; 

                PRC 3/ 12-21 (1550-1585) indexed by PRC 48/3 ; 

                PRC 3/ 1-15; 35, 36A (1487-1558; 1640-1650) Kent Records Vol. 6 (1920); 

                PRC 3/ 20-22 (1585-1589): Harrington index; 

                PRC 3/ 9; 15-20 (1539-1545; 1558-1577) BRS Vol. 65 (1940).                      

 

 

 

Act Books     PRC 43                           Records at Canterbury (films at Maidstone)        

 

PRC 43/ 6-7   Probate and Admon. Acts 1630; 1633-1634; 1663; 1695; 1716. 

PRC 43/ 8-9   Admon. Acts 1636; 1682; 1695; 1702; 1706; 1712; 1720; 1724; 1728. 

 

The volumes date from when the court was suspended for the Archbishop’s visitation, 

and cover periods up to nine months only. The probate acts are in a separate series 

rather than being entered in the act books. Probate acts appear in the will registers 

except for 1630, 1706 and 1712 (qv. the Consistory Court), but the administration acts 

appear only in these four volumes, all of which have integral indexes. 
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                                ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF CANTERBURY 

 

 

 

Affidavits     DCb/ K/E                                                            Records at Canterbury    

 

DCb /K/E 1-2   Affidavits 1826-1829; 1843-1844 (about 650). 

 

                         These cover both the Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts. 

 

 

 

Affidavits     PRC 34                                                                  Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 34/ 1-12    Affidavits 1829-1842; 1845-1848; 1851-1857 (4,000-5,000). 

 

                         These cover both the Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts. 

 

 

 

Bonds     PRC 4                                                                          Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 4/ 1-200   Bonds 1660-1858 (15,000-20,000)  

 

                        PRC 4/ 22 for 1675 is lost. 

                        Arranged by testator’s name from 1730.              

                        PRC 4/ 2-5 (1661-1662) on film at Canterbury. 

                        

PRC 4/ 201      Miscellaneous 18
th

 cent. (about 75). 

 

 

 

Caveats     PRC 5                                                                       Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 5/ 1-6   Caveats 1625-1638; 1641-1650; 1660-1858 (about 4,000-5,000). 

 

                    All volumes with integral indexes. 

 

                    Index: PRC 5/ 1 (1625-1638): Harrington index. 

 

 

 

Commissions for Probate and Admons (papers)    PRC 6    Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 6/ 1-6   Commissions for  Probate and Admons 1676-1724; 1762-1763  

                                                                                                               (about 1,000). 
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                               ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF CANTERBURY 

 

 

Commissions for Administrations     PRC 36                         Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 36/ 1-38   Commissions for Administrations       

                        1618-1625; 1634-1638; 1660-1840; 1850-1857 (about 2,000-3,000). 

 

                        These cover both the Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts. 

                        See also DCb/ KA for further entries. 

                       

 

                   

Contra Computantes     PRC 7                                                  Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 7/ 1-8   Contra Computantes 1581-1650; 1661-1675 (about 2,500). 

 

               All volumes with integral indexes.  

               Mostly administrations, but a few are an administration with will attached. 

 

 

 

Guardians (registers)     PRC 8                                                Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 8/ 1-4   Guardians 1584-1650; 1660-1784 (about 4,000). 

 

                     All volumes with integral indexes. 

 

 

 

Guardians (papers)     PRC 9                                                   Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 9/ 1   Guardians 1676-1731 (about 125). 

 

 

 

Guardians (papers)     DCb/ K/G                                           Records at Canterbury 

 

DCb /K/G/ 1   Guardians 1738-1810 (16). 

 

 

 

Indexes of Wills     DCb/ K/I            Records at Canterbury (unfit for production) 

 

DCb/ K/I/ 1-31   Will indexes, 16
th

 cent. (? perhaps including some original wills) 

                           1517-1518; 1549-1553; 1556-1573; 1576-1593. 

 

                           These cover both the Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts. 
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                              ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF CANTERBURY 

 

 

 

Inventories (registers)     PRC 10                                             Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 10/ 1-72   Inventories 1564-1638 (about 20,000-30,000). 

 

                   PRC 10/ 18-22; 37; 44-45 (1588-1596; 1604-1613) films at Canterbury. 

 

         Indexes:  PRC 10/ 1-72 complete, indexed by name and parish in PRC48/ 4-8;                             

                        PRC 10/ 1-16 (1564-1587) at Maidstone; 

                        PRC 10/ 4-19 (1568-1590) at Canterbury (for Canterbury people only). 

                       

 

              

Inventories (papers)     PRC 11                                                Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 11/ 1-85   Inventories 1571-1650; 1660-1778; 1780-1786; 1789-1792; 1794;  

                                            1800-1842 (incomplete) (about 10,000). 

 

PRC 11/ 86-88   Miscellaneous 1649-1658; and at least 1686-1730. 

 

                          PRC 11/ 1-10 (1571-1643) on film at Canterbury;  

                         

            Indexes: PRC 11/ 1-88 complete by name, place and occupation at Maidstone,  

                           and on KFHS fiches at Canterbury and the SoG. 

                                                

 

                                                                      

Mandates to Induct (papers)     PRC 12                               Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 12/ 1-4   Mandates to Induct 1661; 1672-1696; 1700-1730 (about 300-400). 

 

 

 

Penances     PRC 13                                                                Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 13/ 1-2   Penances 1663-1732 (about 250). 

 

 

 

Renunciations of Administration and Executorship     PRC 14 

                                                                                                     Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 14/ 1-10   Renunciations of Administration and Executorship 

                         1676-1857 (about 1,500). 
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                             ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF CANTERBURY 

 

 

 

Temerarious Administrations     PRC 15                                Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 15/ 1-12   Temerarious Administrations 1585-1643; 1645-1646; 1660-1716  

                         (about 6,000-8,000). 

 

                         All volumes with integral indexes. 

                         Mostly administrations, but a few relate to wills. 

 

                         PRC 15/1 (1585-1588) on film at Canterbury. 

 

 

 

Wills (originals and copies)     PRC 16                                    Records at Maidstone  

                                                                                                     (films at Canterbury) 

 

PRC 16/ 1-578   Wills 1450-1650; 1656-1657; 1660-1858 (12,374 down to 1650). 

 

                           Including some unproved wills. 

 

                           Volumes 1-28 (1450-1558) and 264 (1656-1657) cover both the  

                           Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts.                            

 

PRC 16/ 579-581   Miscellaneous undated and copy wills 1640-1798 (about 120). 

                               These cover the Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts. 

     

       Indexes: PRC 16/ 226-263 (1640-1650) Kent Records Vol. 6 (1920); 

                      PRC 16/ 1-581 complete (1449-1858) by name and parish,  

                                                                                     ed. G.L. Bangerter (5,613) (SoG) 

 

 

 

Wills (registers)    PRC 17   Records at Maidstone (films at Canterbury and SoG) 

 

PRC 17/ 1-113   Wills 1449-1648; 1660-1858 (11,720 down to 1648). 

 

          Indexes:  PRC 17/ 1-34 (1449-1558) Kent Records Vol. 6 (1920); 

                         PRC 17/ 1-38 (1449-1564) indexed by PRC48/ 12-13; 

                         PRC 17/ 1-113 complete 1449-1712 by name and 1713-1858 by name  

                                                                            and parish (ed. G.L. Bangerter) (SoG); 

                         PRC 17/ 1-113 indexed by PRC48/ 9-11 ; 

                         PRC 17/ 43-46; 79-113 (1578-1587; 1696-1857): Harrington index; 

                         PRC 17/ 31-42 (1558-1577) BRS Vol. 65 (1940). 

                         Will extracts plus indexes of names and places 1493-1712 (SoG)                          
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                             ARCHDEACONRY COURT OF CANTERBURY 

 

 

 

Miscellaneous     PRC 18                                                        Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 18/ 1-53   Articles, libels, sentences, inventories, debts, accounts, discharges,  

                          illegitimacy, allegations &c. 1581; 1585-1586; 1588-1589; 1591- 

                         1592; 1594-1599; 1602-1633; 1635-1646; 1661-1752; 1767-1799;  

                          plus some undated (about 15,000-20,000). 

 

                       Transcript: PRC 18/ 1-53 complete, names &c. at Canterbury.                         

  

                       Indexes: PRC 18/ 1-25 (1581-1639) at Canterbury; 

                                      PRC18/ 52-53 (1739-1799): Harrington index. 
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Records are divided between Maidstone and Canterbury 

 

Jurisdiction: some 52 parishes, increasing to 57 with the later addition of the  

                       Wingham jurisdiction  
 

     Acol (or Wood); Adisham; Aldington; Ash (next Sandwich); Birchington;  

     Boughton-under-Blean; Bredhurst; Buckland (in Dover); Canterbury St Alphege,  

     St Martin and Liberty of the Cathedral Precincts; Challock; Charing; Deal;  

     Detling; Dover; Dunkirk; Eastry; Egerton; Fairfield; Godmersham; Goodnestone  

     (next Wingham); Guston; Harbledown; Herne; Hernhill; Hoath; Hollingbourne;  

     Hucking; Hythe; Ickham; Ivychurch; Loose; Lydd; Lyminge; Maidstone;  

     Monkton; Newchurch; New Romney; Nonington; Paddlesworth (next Folkestone);  

     Reculver; St Margaret’s at Cliffe; St Nicholas at Wade; Saltwood; Sandwich St  

     Bartholomew’s Hospital; Sarre; Sheerness; Smeeth; Stanford; Staple; Westwell;  

     Wingham; Wittersham; Womenswold; Wood (or Acol); Woodchurch; Worth 

 

 

Conspectus of the records 

 

PRC 19      Accounts (papers) 1636-1646; 1661-1740 

PRC 20      Accounts (registers) 1605-1639; 1671-1690 

PRC 21      Accounts and Inventories (registers) 1569-1604 

PRC 22      Act Books 1542-1646; 1660-1663; 1674-1857 

DCb/ K/E   Affidavits 1826-1829; 1843-1844 

PRC 34      Affidavits 1829-1842; 1845-1848; 1851-1857 

PRC 23      Bonds (testamentary) 1660-1662; 1667-1669; 1672; 1657-1677;  

                                                      1681-1686; 1688; 1694-1730; 1732-1857 

PRC 24      Bonds (marriage) 1660-1816 passim 

PRC 25      Caveats 1628-1649; 1660-1809 

PRC 35      Citations and Monitions (various) 1601-1640; 1661-1743; 1746-1768 

PRC 36      Commissions for Admons 1618-1625; 1634-1638; 1660-1840; 1850-1857 

DCb/ K/A  Commissions and Bonds for Admons 1620-1750; 1756-1804; 1829-1857 

PRC 37      Convocations Precepts (papers) 1613-1727 

PRC 26      Guardians (registers) 1631-1763 

DCb/ K/I    Indexes of Wills 1517-1518; 1549-1553; 1556-1573; 1576-1593 

PRC 27      Inventories (papers) 1596-1620; 1626-1647; 1660-1719; 1721-1742;  

                                                   1745-1748 

PRC 28      Inventories (registers) 1564-1569; 1597-1604; 1606-1638  

PRC 29      Renunciations of Administration and Executorship 1660-1814 

DCb/ K/R  Renunciations of Administration 1627-1641; 1771-1842 

PRC 30      Temerarious Administrations 1600-1642; 1661-1678 

PRC 16      Wills (originals and copies) 1450-1558; 1656-1657 

PRC 31      Wills (originals and copies) 1559-1646; 1660-1857 

PRC 32      Wills (registers) 1396-1455; 1459-1641; 1663-1857 

PRC 33      Wills (Wingham register) 1471-1546 
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Accounts (papers)     PRC 19                                                   Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 19/ 1-6   Accounts 1636-1646; 1661-1740 (364). 

 

               Indexes: PRC19/ 1-6 complete in BRS Vol. 112 (1999) (KFHS microfiche); 

                             PRC19/ 1-6 complete by name/parish – transcript at Maidstone. 

 

 

Accounts (registers)     PRC 20                                                Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 20/ 1-13   Accounts 1605-1639; 1671-1690 (2,476). 

 

                         Integral tables of contents or indexes. 

 

             Indexes: PRC 20/ 1-13 complete in BRS Vol. 112 (1999) (KFHS microfiche); 

                            PRC 20/ 1-13 complete by name/parish – transcript at Maidstone.                    

 

 

Accounts and Inventories (registers)     PRC 21                     Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 21/ 1-17   Accounts and inventories 1569-1604 (4,056). 

 

                       Integral tables of contents.  

 

                      PRC 21/ 2-7 (1573-1586) and 10-17 (1589-1604) on film at Canterbury. 

 

       Indexes: PRC 21/ 1-17 complete in BRS Vol. 112 (1999) (KFHS microfiche); 

                     PRC 21/ 4 (1579-1580) is indexed by PRC48/ 14; 

                     PRC 21/ 1-17 complete by name/parish – transcript at Maidstone. 

 

 

Act Books     PRC 22                           Records at Maidstone (films at Canterbury) 

 

PRC 22/ 1-31   Acts 1542-1646; 1660-1663; 1674-1857 (7,124 down to 1646). 

                         

                         1563-1577 with tables of contents; thereafter integral indexes. 

                          

    Indexes: PRC 22/ 1-3; 18, 19 (1542-1558; 1640-1646) Kent Records Vol. 6 (1920); 

                   PRC 22/ 3-7 (1558-1577) BRS Vol. 65 (1940);                   

                   PRC 22/ 22-31 (1700-1857) Harrington index. 

                                        

 

Affidavits     DCb /K/E                                                            Records at Canterbury 

 

DCb/ K/E/ 1-2   Affidavits 1826-1829; 1843-1844 (about 650). 

 

                           These cover both the Consistory and Archdeaconry Courts. 
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Affidavits     PRC 34                                                                  Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 34/ 1-12   Affidavits 1829-1842; 1845-1848; 1851-1857 (about 4,000-5,000). 

 

                         These cover both the Consistory and Archdeaconry Courts. 

 

 

Bonds (testamentary)     PRC 23                                              Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 23/ 1-53   Bonds 1660-1662; 1667-1669; 1672; 1675-1677; 1681-1686; 1688;  

                                    1694-1730; 1732-1857 (about 5,000-6,000). 

 

                         PRC 23/ 4-8 (1667-1669; 1672) on film at Canterbury. 

 

 

Bonds (marriage)     PRC 24                                                  Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 24/ 1-46   Bonds 1660-1816 with small gaps. 

 

                         The series is complimented by, and continued in: 

                         DCb/MB 1664-1882 with small gaps. 

                         Both sets include allegations from 1694. 

 

 

Caveats     PRC 25                                                                     Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 25/ 1-4   Caveats 1628-1649; 1660-1809 (about 2,500). 

 

                       Integral indexes. 

 

 

 

Citations and Monitions (various)     PRC 35                       Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 35/ 1-12   Citations and monitions 1601-1640; 1661-1743; 1746-1768;  

                         plus some undated (about 1,000-1,500). 

 

PRC 35/ 13   ditto, plus some affidavits and mandates 1695-1716; 1753-1754. 

 

 

 

Commissions for Administrations     PRC 36                         Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 36/ 1-38   Commissions 1618-1625; 1634-1638; 1660-1840; 1850-1857; 

                         plus some miscellaneous (about 2,000-3,000). 
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Commissions and Bonds for Administration   DCb/ K/A   Records at Canterbury 

 

DCb/ K/A/ 1      Commissions and Bonds 1620-1750 (about 70). 

 

DCb/ K/A/ 2-5  Commissions and Bonds  c.1756-1804; 1829-1857  

                          (unfit for production). 

                           

                           A few Archdeaconry Court parishes are included.  

                         

 

 

Convocation Precepts (papers)     PRC 37                            Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 37/ 1   Convocation Precepts 1613-1727 (about 100). 

 

 

 

Guardians (registers)     PRC 26                                              Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 26/ 1-2   Guardians 1631-1763 (about 1,000). 

 

                       Integral indexes. 

 

 

 

Indexes of Wills     DCb/ K/ I                                                 Records at Canterbury  

 

DCb/ K/ I / 1-31  Will Indexes, 16
th

 cent. (perhaps including some original wills?) 

                            1517-1518; 1549-1553; 1556-1573; 1576-1593. 

 

                            All are unfit for production.                            

 

                            These cover both the Consistory and Archdeaconry Courts. 

 

 

 

Inventories (papers)     PRC  27                                               Records at Maidstone  

                                                                                            (microfiche at Canterbury) 

 

PRC 27/ 1-43  Inventories 1596-1620; 1626-1647; 1660-1719; 1721-1742; 1745-1748 

                        (about 7,000-8,000). 

 

  Miscellaneous entries also in PRC 11/ 86-88. 

 

                        Indexes: PRC 27/ 1-43 complete by name, place and occupation at  

                                                         Maidstone (partially duplicated at Canterbury);                                      

                                       PRC 27/1-43 complete on KFHS fiches (SoG) 
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Inventories (registers)     PRC 28                                             Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 28/ 1-20   Inventories 1564-1569; 1597-1604; 1606-1638 (about 3,000-4,000) 

 

                         Integral tables of contents or indexes. 

                         For 1569-1604 see PRC 21.                         

 

                        Index: PRC28/ 1-10 (1564 -1627) by name and parish at Canterbury. 

 

 

                        

 

Renunciations of Administration            PRC 29                   Records at Maidstone 

                          and Executorship     

                                                                                                     

PRC 29/ 1-4   Renunciations 1660-1814 (about 2,000-2,500). 

                      

 

 

                

Renunciations of Administration     DCb/ K/ R                   Records at Canterbury 

 

DCb/ K/ R 1-2   Renunciations 1627-1641; 1771-1842 (about 200). 

 

 

 

 

Temerarious Administrations     PRC 30                                Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 30/ 1-6   Temerarious Administrations 1600-1642; 1661-1678 (about 3,000). 

 

                       Integral indexes. 

 

 

 

 

Wills (originals and copies)     PRC 16                                    Records at Maidstone  

                                                     (films at Canterbury) 

 

PRC 16/ 1-28   Wills 1450-1558. 

 

PRC 16/ 264     Wills 1656-1657. 

 

                These volumes cover both the Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts;   

                see under the former. 
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Wills (originals and copies)     PRC 31                                    Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 31/ 1-327   Wills 1559-1646; 1660-1857 (5,972 down to 1646). 

 

                            Including some unproved wills. 

                            PRC 31/ 119-125 (1642-1644) on film at Canterbury. 

 

                           For 1450-1558 see PRC 16/ 1-28. 

                           For 1656-1657 see PRC 16/ 264. 

 

     For miscellaneous undated and office copy wills, 1640-1798, see PRC 16/ 579-581  

     under the Archdeaconry Court. 

 

                   Index: PRC 31/ 114-128 (1640-1646) Kent Records Vol. 6 (1920). 

 

 

     

Wills (registers)    PRC 32   Records at Maidstone (films at Canterbury and SoG) 

 

PRC 32/ 1-72   Wills 1396-1455; 1459-1641; 1663-1857. 

  

         Wills and Administrations 1396-1577 (about 35,000). 

 

          Integral indexes to c.1601. 

                      

       Indexes: PRC 32/ 1-72 indexed by PRC48/ 15-17 (also on film at Maidstone); 

                     PRC 32/ 1-27; 52 (1396-1558; 1640-1641) Kent Records Vol. 6 (1920); 

                     PRC 32/ 27-33 (1558-1577) BRS Vol. 65 (1940);     

                     PRC 32/ 57-72 (1696-1857) Harrington index; 

                     PRC 32/ 39-52 (1600-1640) at 

                                 http:// freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.com/~mrawson/cc_b.html 

                        

 

 

THE EXEMPT JURISDICTION OF WINGHAM 

                     

Wills (Wingham Register)     PRC 33                                      Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 33/ 1   Wills 1471-1546 (about 300). 

 

                   Integral index. 

 

                   Index: 1471-1546 complete (Kent Records Vol.6, 1920). 

 

                   Abstracts of (most) of the Ash wills in Arch. Cant. 34 (1920), pp.47-62. 
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Conspectus of the remaining classes of records 

 

 

PRC 38   Depositions (papers) 1694-1755 

PRC 39   Depositions (registers) 1555-1649; 1661-1694 

PRC 40   Interrogations (papers) 1616-1631 

PRC 41   Inventories of church goods 1711-1717; 1750-1752; 1759; 1772 

PRC 42   Prohibitions in Causes of Subtraction of Tithes 1573-1728 

PRC 43   Visitation Books and Papers 1565-1779 passim 

PRC 44   Miscellaneous 1570-1837 passim 

PRC 45   District Probate Registry, Canterbury 1858-1895 

PRC 46   Court of Record for St Augustine’s Liberty 1640-1691 

PRC 47   Vice Admiralty Court of Kent c.1725 

PRC 48   Indexes 1396-1857 passim 

PRC 49   Literary fragments from probate records 10
th

-15
th

 cent. 

PRC 50   Literary fragments from probate records 12
th

-16
th

 cent. 

PRC 51   Libri Ratarum Bonorum 1557-1584 

DCb/ K/Z    Printed Parliamentary Bills 1832-1854 

DCb/ K/ Box 4   Miscellaneous 17
th

-19
th

 cent. 

DCb/ K/ Box 6   Miscellaneous 19
th

 cent. 

 

 

 

PRC 38     Depositions (papers)                                             Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 38/ 1-4   Depositions 1694-1755, plus undated (about 600-700). 

            

                      Index: PRC 38/ 1-4 complete: Harrington index. 

 

 

 

PRC 39     Depositions (registers)                                          Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 39/ 1-55   Depositions 1555-1649; 1661-1694 (about 10,000-15,000) 

 

                         Integral indexes from 1584.  

 

                        PRC 39/ 1-19; 31 (1555-1598; 1610-1613) KFHS microfiches. 

 

     Index: PRC 39/ 1; 10; 14-15; 26-28; 38-55  

                (1555; 1581-1584; 1591-1593; 1602-1606; 1623-1694): Harrington index. 

 

 

 

PRC 40     Interrogatories (papers)                                       Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 40/ 1-4   Interrogatories 1616-1631 (about 500). 
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PRC 41     Inventories of church goods                                 Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 41/ 1-2   Inventories 1711-1717; 1750-1752; 1759; 1772 (about 600). 

  

 

 

PRC 42    Prohibitions in causes of subtraction of tithes    Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 42/ 1-2   Prohibitions 1573-1728 (about 125). 

 

 

 

PRC 43     Visitation Books and Papers                                Records at Canterbury 

                                                                                                      (Films at Maidstone) 

PRC 43/ 1-2   Miscellaneous 1565; 1569-1572 

PRC 43/ 3          Index to deaneries and parishes, plus miscellaneous, 1570-1595 

PRC 43/ 4          Will register 1573 

PRC 43/ 5          Visitations 1602 

PRC 43/ 6-9       Act Books 1630-1728 passim (see under the Archdeaconry Court) 

PRC 43/ 10-11   Certificates for payments 1684-1716 

PRC 43/ 12        Presentments 1712-1779 

PRC 43/ 13        Communicant and/or householder lists for forty parishes 1565;  

                           Presentments, Recusants and Visitations by parish, 16
th

-17
th

 cent. 

 

 

 

PRC 44     Miscellaneous                                                        Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 44/ 1/1     Fees Register 1570-1578            

PRC 44/ 1/2     Court Processes 1587-1590 

PRC 44/ 1/3     Citations 1670-1689; Fees due 1671-1682; Letters 1670-1692                          

PRC 44/ 2        Oxford City and University ecclesiastical papers 1633-1660 

PRC 44/ 3        Canterbury Diocese Court of High Commission Act Book 1584-1603 

PRC 44/ 4/1     Libri Clerici  c.1566 

PRC 44/ 4/2-5  Rata Bonorum, with some accounts 1558-1562; 1574-1586 

PRC 44/ 4/6-7  Allegations 1617-1620; 1723-1726 

PRC 44/ 4/8     Deal church rate book 1685 

PRC 44/ 5/1     Appointment of proxies 1584-1597  

PRC 44/ 5/2     Appointment of surrogates 1685-1723 

PRC 44/ 5/3     Appointment of proctors 1730-1731 

PRC 44/ 5/4     Inhibitions and Relaxations 1746-1778 

PRC 44/ 5/5     Instrument of excommunication 1684 

PRC 44/ 5/6     Faculty for a vault at St Peter, Canterbury 1768 

PRC 44/ 5/7     Form of service for a churchyard consecration 18
th

 cent. 

PRC 44/ 6-8     Miscellaneous wills, admons, inventories, depositions, fees, bonds,  

                         fragments &c 17
th

-19
th

 cent. 

PRC 44/ 9        Probate accounts and fragments of wills 1556-1757 
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PRC 44     Miscellaneous (cont.) 

 

PRC 44/ 10      Fragments of will registers, copy wills, and lists of probate and  

                         administration grants in the Canterbury courts  c.1750-1856 

PRC 44/ 11-13  Grants of administration and related documents  c.1800-1858 

PRC 44/ 14-17   Miscellaneous admons, commissions, accounts, bonds, wills,  

                           visitations, depositions, inventories, law suits, &c. 16
th

-19
th

 cent. 

PRC 44/ 18      Allegations 1740; 1745-1750; Guardianship Bonds 1702-1769 

PRC 44/ 19      Mandates for admons 18
th

 cent.; fragments and  loose 15
th

-17
th

 cent. 

PRC 44/ 20/1   Documents relating to administration and guardianship early 19
th

 cent. 

PRC 44/ 20/2   Miscellaneous leases, bills, bonds, wills, writs &c. 17
th

 – 19
th

 cent. 

PRC 44/ 20/3   Miscellaneous accounts, letters and citations early 16
th

 cent. 

PRC 44/ 20/4   Documents concerning proving wills 1632-1634 

PRC 44/ 20/5   Excommunication (removed from PRC10/2) 1598 

 

                        Index: PRC 44/4/7; 44/6; 44/14-16: Harrington index. 

 

 

 

PRC 45     District Probate Registry, Canterbury                 Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 45/ 1-10       Weekly lists of probate and admon grants 1858-1895 

PRC 45/ 11-12     Monthly lists of probate and admon grants 1859-1893 

PRC 45/ 13-14     Admon grants, copies, 1860-1871 

PRC 45/ 15-18     Affidavits of executors and administrators for commissioners of the  

                             Inland Revenue 1865-1870 

PRC 45/ 19-20     Letters, notices, circulars &c from the Principal Probate Registry 

                             1861-1879 

PRC 45/ 21          Caveats 1886-1891 

PRC 45/ 22          Oaths for limited administrations 1859-1884 

PRC 45/ 23          Accounts of fees 1859-1870; 1877 

PRC 45/ 24          Wills, various dates 

PRC 45/ 25-26     Miscellaneous papers 

PRC 45/ 27          Indexes 1871-1878 

 

 

 

PRC 46     Court of Record for the Liberty of the               Records at Canterbury 

                  Dissolved Monastery of St Augustine                                                                     

                                                                                                   

PRC 46/ 1-5   Papers relating to causes 1640-1691 (about 600). 

 

PRC 46/ 6   Bonds, mostly in pleas of trespass 1655-1660 (about 150). 

 

                   Modern manuscript list for 1652-1656 at Canterbury and Maidstone. 

 

                   (Thirty-five further boxes of material in class U168 are uncatalogued.) 
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PRC 47     Vice Admiralty of Kent                                          Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 47/ 1   Various papers 1706-1726 (19). 

 

  

PRC 48     Indexes                                                                   Records at Canterbury 

                                                                  

PRC 48/ 1-2      Archdeaconry Court Accounts 1568-1699 (= PRC 2/ 1-42) 

PRC 48/ 3          Archdeaconry Court Act Books 1550-1585 (= PRC 3/ 12-21) 

PRC 48/ 4-8      Archdeaconry Court Inventories 1564-1638 (= PRC 10/ 1-72) 

PRC 48/ 9-11    Archdeaconry Court Wills 1449-1858 (= PRC 17/ 1-113) 

PRC 48/ 12-13  Archdeaconry Court Wills 1449-1564 (= PRC 17/ 1-38)  

PRC 48/ 14        Consistory Court Accounts and Inventories 1579-1580 (= PRC 21/ 4) 

PRC 48/ 15-17   Consistory Court Wills 1396-1857 (= PRC 32/ 1-72) 

PRC 48/ 18        Consistory Court Will Register 1396-1731 (19
th

 cent.) 

PRC 48/ 19        Wills and Administrations 1681; 1694; 1702 

PRC 48/ 20-34   PCC Wills and Administrations 1853-1857 

PRC 48/ 35       Draft will indexes, Archdeaconry and Consistory Courts, c.1600-1857 

 

                          Films of PRC 48/ 1-3; 11; 15; 17 are at Maidstone. 

 

 

 

PRC 49     Literary fragments from probate records          Records at Canterbury 

 

PRC 49/ 1-28   Cut up and re-used mediaeval fragments of literary and liturgical  

                         books, many from other probate volumes, 10
th

-15
th

 cent. (95). 

 

                         PRC 49/ 20-21; 23; 25-26, and also parts of PRC 49/ 3 and 14, are in  

                         situ in the original volumes at Maidstone. 

 

 

 

PRC 50     Literary fragments from probate records          Records at Canterbury 

                                                                                         

PRC 50/ 1-23   Cut up and re-used mediaeval fragments of literary and liturgical  

                         books, many from other probate volumes, 12
th

-16
th

 cent. (74). 

 

                         PRC 50/ 18 is in situ in the original volume at Maidstone. 

 

 

 

PRC 51     Libri Ratarum Bonorum                                          Records at Maidstone 

 

PRC 51/ 1   Liber Ratarum Bonorum 1557-1579.  

 

PRC 51/ 2   Liber Ratarum Bonorum 1579-1584.  
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DCb/ K/Z     Printed Parliamentary Bills                            Records at Canterbury 

                         

DCb/ K/Z/ 1   Bills concerning church court jurisdictions 1832-1854 (9). 

 

 

 

DCb/ K/ Box 4   Miscellaneous 17
th

 - 19
th

 cent.                    Records at Canterbury 

 

DCb/ K   Probates and copy wills, affidavits, bonds, inventories and renunciations,  

               c.1678-1850s (about 100). 

 

 

 

DCb/ K/ Box 6   Miscellaneous 19
th

 cent.                              Records at Canterbury 

 

DCb/ K   Copy and nuncupative wills, accounts, affidavits, correspondence, court  

               returns, indentures, marriage licences and renunciations c.1820s-1850s  

               (about 100). 
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Introduction 

 

     The Prerogative Court of Canterbury was housed at Doctors’ Commons, St Benet, 

Paul’s Wharf, in the city of London. Its records were transferred to Somerset House in 

1874, and subsequently to the Public Record Office (now the National Archives). It 

specifically proved the wills of all testators who had bona notabilia in two or more 

dioceses in the Canterbury Province, or in both the Provinces of Canterbury and York, 

as well as of those testators dying in Ireland, Scotland or overseas but leaving estate in 

England or Wales. It theoretically claimed overriding jurisdiction in England and 

Wales but in practice was restricted to the southern province (thus excluding the 

northern province of York, for which see below). By at least the earlier eighteenth 

century the court was widely used by the rich and many other people desirous of the 

prestige and security which its name afforded. In consequence, the indexes of its wills 

are of immense value to researchers of all kinds, and most especially between 1653 

and 1660 when all probate courts in England were closed and the PCC exercised a 

temporary but supreme jurisdiction throughout the land. More details about the PCC 

can be found in the National Archives leaflet Number 23 – Legal Records 

Information. 

     It follows that no search for a Kentish person can be considered complete until the 

records of the PCC have been checked, and I therefore append a summary listing. All 

the records and indexes are housed at the National Archives at Kew, with the two 

most heavily used classes of wills and administrations also available on film at the 

Family Record Centre. 

 

Index to the PROB classes 

 

Accounts   PROB 57 

Acts of Court   PROB 30 

Administrations   PROB 6, 7, 12, 13, 15, 46, 51 

Allegations   PROB 18 

Answers   PROB 25 

Assignations   PROB 43 

Bills of Costs   PROB 50 

Bonds   PROB 46, 51, 54 

Causes    PROB 28, 29, 30, 37 

Caveats   PROB 40, 41 

Citatory Mandates (Processes)   PROB 48 

Commissions   PROB 17, 52, 56 

Depositions   PROB 24, 26 

Exhibits   PROB 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 42, 49 

Instruments   PROB 44 

Inventories   PROB 2, 3, 4, 5, 31, 32 

Miscellaneous   PROB 34, 45 

Muniments   PROB 16 

Orders of Court   PROB 38 

Papers of Court Officials   PROB 39 

Proceedings   PROB 53 
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Proctors’ Papers   PROB 47 

Proxies   PROB 19, 55 

Sentences   PROB 10, 27 

Warrants   PROB 14 

Wills   PROB 1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 31 

 

Wills and Administrations 

 

PROB  6/ 1-233   Administration Act Books1559-1858. 

                              Value of the estate added after 1796. 

   

       Indexes in various printed editions on the searchroom shelves for 1559-1661;  

       1663-1664; 1701-1800; 1851-1858. Of these, 1559-1571, 1581-1654 and1701- 

       1749 may be seen at Canterbury and 1559-1660 at Maidstone. 

 

                             Indexes: Administrations for Kentish People in the PCC 

                                           1559-1603 (Arch. Cant. 18 (1889)), pp.15-40;  

                                           1604-1649 (Arch. Cant. 20 (1893)) pp.1-48. 

 

 

PROB 11/ 1-2263   Registered Copy Wills 1383-1858. 

                                An online index for the entire period may be freely consulted and  

                                copies downloaded for a fee of £3 each at  

                                <www.documentsonline.pro.gov.uk> 

                                Indexes in various printed editions are on the searchroom shelves  

                                for 1383-1800; 1851-1858. 

 

            Index: Calendar of Wills relating to the county of Kent proved in the  

                       Prerogative Court of Canterbury between 1384 and 1559. 

                                                                                                  (1890; ed. L.L. Duncan) 

 

 

Balance of the records and their indexes (all are held at Kew). 

 

 

PROB 1/ 1-104   Wills of selected famous persons. Indexed. 

  

 

PROB 2/ 1-825   Inventories, Series I: 1417-1660. 

                             Indexed by name, place and occupation. 

 

 

PROB 3/ 1-61   Inventories, Series II: 1702; 1718-1782. 

                           Indexed by name and place. 

 

 

PROB 4/ 1-26,061   Parchment Inventories post-1660: 1661-1720, with a few later. 

                                 Card index of names and parishes.   
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PROB  5/ 1-6182   Paper Inventories 1661-1732. 

                               The originals to PROB 4, which class is far more complete. 

                               Indexed by name. 

 

                             Index to PROB 2, 3, 4, 5, 31, 32 and 37:  

                             Kent Probate Inventories in the PCC 1490-1854 (G. Rickard, 1998) 

 

                                        

PROB 7/ 1-71   Limited Admon Act Books 1810-1858.  

                           Similar to PROB 6 (in which they are included before 1810) but  

                           including longer special and limited grants. Also on film at the FRC. 

                           Indexed in PROB 12 and by the BRS. 

 

 

PROB 8/ 1-250   Probate Act Books 1526-1858. 

                             May include place of death, marital status and occupation; estate  

                             value added from 1796.  

                            Accessed by PROB12 and the will indexes. 

 

 

PROB 9/ 1-57   Limited Probate Act Books 1781-1858.  

                          Similar to PROB 8 (in which they are included before 1781) but  

                          including special and limited grants. Accessed by PROB 12 and the  

                          will indexes. 

 

 

PROB 10/ 1-7499   Original wills and sentences 1383-1858. 

                                BRS Indexes down to 1700; post-1700 accessed by PROB 12. 

 

 

PROB 12/ 1-288   Will and Administration Register Books 1383-1858 

                              19
th

 century working indexes by initial letter of surname. 

                               (Also available at the FRC) 

 

 

PROB 13/ 1-243   Will and Administration Acts 1384-1800.  

                              19
th

 century working indexes by initial letter of surname. 

 

 

PROB 14/ 1-771   Warrants 1666-1858.  

                              Arranged by months. After about 1750 all give rough or exact date  

                              of death. 

 

 

PROB 15/ 1-398   Will and Administration Act Duplicate Calendars 1655-1858.  

                              Similar to PROB 13. 
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PROB 16/ 1-17   Muniment Books 1610-1858. 

                            Most volumes with integral indexes. 

 

 

PROB 17/ 1-185   Commission Books 1678-1701; 1784-1857. 

                              Very incomplete pre-1784. Early volumes indexed; later ones in  

                              rough alphabetical order. 

 

 

PROB 18/ 1-149   Allegations 1661-1858. 

                             Card index of plaintiffs and the deceased. (Answers are in PROB 25  

                             and PROB 28). 

 

 

PROB 19/ 1-24    Proxies 1674-1718. 

                             See also PROB 29. 

 

 

PROB 20/ 1-2993   Supplementary Wills I, 1600-1827. 

                                Drafts, codicils &c. Mostly unproved, and so appearing only in  

                                PROB 31, 37 and 42. Typescript index. 

 

 

PROB 21/ 1-74   Supplementary Wills II, 1623-1857. 

                            Copies for transit. Duplicated in PROB 11. 

 

 

PROB 22/ 1-77   Supplementary Wills III, 1827-1857 

                            Unproved wills. Typescript index. 

 

 

PROB 23/ 1-85   Supplementary Wills IV, 1629-1813. 

                            Engrossments &c. Duplicated in PROB 11. Typescript index. 

 

 

PROB 24/ 1-114   Depositions 1657-1809. 

                              To be read in conjunction with PROB 18.  

                              Indexes of scriveners, plaintiffs and the deceased. 

 

 

PROB 25/ 1-36   Answers 1666-1854. 

                            Personal answers as opposed to those given by commission in  

                            PROB 28, 31 and 37. Integral indexes to plaintiffs 1666-1718 and                          

                            1765-1787, and to respondents 1726-1764.  

 

 

PROB 26/ 1-635   Depositions 1826-1857. 

                              Typescript index to plaintiffs and the deceased. 
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PROB 27   Sentences.  

                   Original versions of final judgments in litigation, and mostly concerning  

                   the validity of wills, or confirmation of wills already proved.  

                   Not yet catalogued. 

 

 

PROB 28/ 1-1464   Cause Papers, Early Series 1642-1722. 

                                For post 1722 see PROB 31 and 37. 

                                Typescript index to plaintiffs and the deceased. 

 

 

PROB 29/ 1-243   Contested Causes Act Books 1536-1819. 

                          Minutes, renunciations &c. Mostly with integral indexes by plaintiff  

                          until the 17
th

 century, thence by deceased. Card index for PROB 29/ 2  

                          (1539-1543) and typescript index for piece PROB 29/ 119 (1730).  

                          Later entries in PROB 30. 

 

 

PROB 30/ 1-440   Acts of Court 1740-1858. 

                              The originals to PROB 29 and thus duplicated for 1740-1818 in  

                              PROB 29. Monthly bundles, alphabetically by surname. 

 

 

PROB 31/ 1-1617   Exhibits, Main Series 1722-1858. 

                                Containing wills, inventories, accounts, affidavits, answers &c. 

                                The exhibits are indexed by PROB 33; typescript index of wills  

                                and card index of surnames. 

 

 

PROB 32/ 1-71   Filed Exhibits with Inventories 1665-1723. 

                            Mostly relating to London and Middlesex. Index of surnames.  

                            Other exhibits are in PROB 36, 42 and 49. 

 

 

PROB 33/ 1-36   Indexes to Exhibits 1722-1858. 

                            The court’s working indexes (earlier volumes by plaintiff only).  

                            They lead to the documents in PROB 31 and 37. 

 

 

PROB 34/ 1-4   Special Jurisdictions Miscellanea 1536-1698. 

                          Originating from Doctors’ Commons. Detailed list available. 

 

 

PROB 35/ 1-9   Original Files, 16
th

 century: Exhibits 1529-1586. 

                          Including pleadings, proxies depositions, copy wills &c.  

                          See also PROB 52.  
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PROB 36/ 1-27   Exhibits pre-1722: 1658-1722. 

                            Including agreements, proxies, affidavits &c. 

                            Card index of plaintiffs and the deceased. 

 

 

PROB 37/ 1-1781   Cause Papers, Later Series, 1783-1858. 

                                Indexed by PROB 33, and a more detailed typescript one by  

                                deceased and plaintiff. 

 

 

PROB 38/ 1-42   Orders of Court Books 1816-1857. 

                            Mostly relating to revaluations of estates.                      

 

 

PROB 39/ 1-23   Papers of Court Officials. 

                            List available, plus index of selected persons. 

 

 

PROB 40/ 1-23   Caveat Books 1666-1858. 

                            Only samples have survived. Integral indexes. 

 

 

PROB 41/ 1-45   Court Caveat Books 1678-1857. 

                            Integral indexes. 

 

 

PROB 42   Supplementary Exhibits 1575-1857. 

                   Mostly stray entries, as PROB 36.  

                   Not yet catalogued, but list and index available, 

 

 

PROB 43/ 1-83   Assignation Books and Draft Acts 1666-1858. 

                            Leading to PROB 29 and 30. Samples only have survived. 

 

 

PROB 44/ 1-10   Instruments from other Courts: Interregnum 1768. 

                            Orders to stay proceedings in case of appeal.  

                            Further entries in PROB 31. 

 

 

PROB 45   Miscellaneous Registers, Lists and Indexes. 

                   Including card index of causes 1666-1713 (piece 2). Not yet catalogued. 

 

 

PROB 46/ 1-1095   Administration Bonds 1714-1858. 

                                Uniquely giving name and address of person(s) entering into a  

                                bond with the administrator. 
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PROB 47   Proctors’ Case Papers (unpub): Evidence and Miscellaneous Depositions. 

                   Not yet catalogued. 

 

 

PROB 48/ 1-232   Citatory Mandates (Processes) 1666-1857. 

                              Instruments calling parties and witnesses to court. 

 

 

PROB 49/ 1-51   Exhibits, Volumes 1686-1847. 

                            Accounts, diaries, family bibles &c. 

 

 

PROB 50   Bills of Costs. 

                   Submitted by the proctors at the end of litigation. Not yet catalogued. 

 

 

PROB 51/ 1-208   16
th

 century Administration Bonds. 

                              Typescript index of 159 documents covering 1550-1600. 

 

 

PROB 52/ 1-328   Commissions and Requisitions of Wills 1796-1857. 

                              Oaths of executors promising to execute the provisions of the will. 

 

 

PROB 53   Early Proceedings. 

                   16
th

 century testamentary proceedings. Not yet catalogued. 

 

 

PROB 54   Administration Bonds 1600-1713. 

                   Not yet catalogued. 

 

 

PROB 55   Proxies, 16
th

 century. 

                   Not yet catalogued. 

 

 

PROB 56   Common Commissions, pre-1796. 

                   Not yet catalogued. 

 

 

PROB 57/ 1-28   Prerogative Office Accounts and Papers 1676-1857. 
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THE DEATH DUTY REGISTERS   

 

Records at the Family Records Centre and the National Archives 

 

Introduction 

 

     The Death Duty registers provide important sources of information, and it is 

strongly recommended that they be investigated. Duty was payable on many estates 

over a certain value from 1796, and the records of the Estate Duty Office down to its 

closure in 1903 are held at the National Archives. The scope of the duty was extended 

throughout the 19
th

 century, and thus increases their value as a finding aid if little is 

known about a person’s date and place of death.  

     There are three main uses of the Death Duty Registers: (a) in looking for a PCC 

administration after 1800; (b) looking for a will or administration proved elsewhere in 

England and Wales from 1796 if the location is unknown and nothing has been found 

in the PCC; and (c) if a will has been found, seeing if additional information can be 

found in the Succession Registers. In all cases, the indexes are subdivided in to small 

groups and obviate having to search all surnames beginning with the same letter. 

From 1796 to 1811 the country courts are divided into various groupings, but from 

1812 there are just the two sequences of a) PCC and b) Country Courts for England 

and Wales.  

     As a rough guide, before 1805 about a quarter of all wills and administrations are 

included in the registers. From 1805 to 1814 this increases to about 75%, and 

thereafter the series is ever more complete, particularly after 1853. From 1858 all 

estates worth £20 or more should be included, although taxes were often not collected 

unless assets totalled in excess of £1500. Tax was payable on bequests to anyone 

except a husband or wife. 

     Note that the various series continue well past 1858 when the Principal Probate 

Registry at Somerset House took over the nation’s probate business. You may 

examine all the indexes (IR27/ 1-605) at Kew or the FRC; registers down to 1858 

(IR26/ 1-2118) are also at the FRC, the rest being at Kew and requiring at least three 

days’ notice to be produced as originals. 

     For searches after 1858 it is far quicker to search the annual calendars at the PPR 

and obtain a photocopy of anything found. After that, with a fixed date of death and 

probate, you can return to the post-1858 series and see if anything is available in the 

Estate Duty or Succession registers. These are valuable in recording the actual amount 

left by the deceased and, unlike the will, the amounts intended to be bequeathed by 

the deceased. In addition, because further information could be added to the registers 

for up to 50 years after the first entry, the annotations can supply unique details on the 

whereabouts and name changes of descendants as far down as grandchildren.  

     You will have to cope with some diabolical Victorian handwriting in some of the 

volumes, but the greater problem is the extensive series of abbreviations used by the 

clerks. For help with their interpretation, consult the National Archives information 

leaflet Number 58 (How to interpret Death Duty Registers), now also available at 

www.familyrecords.gov.uk/frc/research/deathdutymain.htm.  The images can be 

viewed on a pay-per-view basis at www.nationalarchivist.com/index.cfm. 
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Legacy Duty 

 

 

IR26/ 1-178   PCC Wills 1796-1811. 

                       Indexed by IR27/ 1-16. 

 

 

IR26/ 179-286   PCC Administrations 1796-1857.  

                           Indexed by IR27/ 17-66. 

 

 

IR26/ 287-437   Country Courts Wills and Administrations 1796-1811. 

                           Indexed by IR27/ 67-93. 

 

 

IR26/ 438-534   Country Courts Administrations 1812-1857. 

                           Indexed by IR27/ 94-139. 

 

 

IR26/ 535-2118   PCC and Country Court Will Registers 1812-1857.  

                             Indexed by IR27/ 140-323. 

                              

 

IR26/ 2119-3292   Will Registers 1858-1881. 

                               Indexed by IR27/ 324-419. 

 

 

IR26/ 3293-3433   Administration Registers 1858-1881. 

                              1858-63 is indexed by IR27/ 420-429. 

                              (indexes to 1864-1881 have not survived.) 

 

 

IR26/ 3434-4855   Will and Administration Registers 1882-1894.  

                               Indexed by IR27/ 430-531. 

 

 

IR26/ 4856-4867   Reversionary Registers 1812-1852 

                               Entries cover outstanding, present and future claims.                 

                               Not indexed. 
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                                             DEATH DUTY REGISTERS 

 

 

 

Succession Duty 

 

 

IR26/ 4868-6262   Succession Registers 1853-1894. 

                               Entries relate to property for which there was a succession. 

                               Not indexed. 

 

 

IR26/ 6263-6282   Succession Arrears Registers 1853-1878. 

                               Entries relate to claims for duty which had not yet been noted. 

                               Not indexed. 

 

 

 

Estate Duty 

 

IR26/ 6283-8743   Estate Duty Registers 1894-1903. 

                               Indexed by IR27/ 532-605. 
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THE PREROGATIVE COURT OF YORK  

(with the Exchequer Court of the Dean of York) 

 

     This was the second highest court in the land, inferior only to the other 

archbishop’s Prerogative Court of Canterbury. After the Reformation its jurisdiction 

comprised Cheshire, Cumberland, Durham, Flintshire (southern detachment), 

Lancashire, Northumberland, Nottinghamshire, Westmorland, Yorkshire and the Isle 

of Man. In practice, wills and administrations will relate only to testators from those 

counties, but there is a tiny proportion of stray entries from southern England, usually 

for wills proved twice (in both the PCC and PCY) of testators who held land in the 

two provinces. This practice became slightly more frequent after 1800. The records 

are held at the Borthwick Institute of Historical Research, University of York, 

Heslington, York YO10 5DD (telephone 01904 321160). 

 

The records, in summary form, are these: 

 

Original Wills, Administrations, etc. 1559-1652 (incomplete); 1660-1858; 

Registered Wills 1389-1858 (small gaps down to 1704); 

Act Books 1502-1858 

 

Indexes to all of the above: 1389-1688 printed;  

                                             1688-1731 act books;  

                                             1731-1858 annual calendars 

 

 

 

THE PRINCIPAL PROBATE REGISTRY 

 

     On 11
th

 January 1858 the PCC and several hundred ecclesiastical probate courts 

throughout England and Wales were all closed, and the Principal Probate Registry 

opened at Somerset House. Since 12
th

 January 1858 the PPR has overseen all matters 

relating to wills and administrations, and much else.  

    Indexes in the form of annual calendars (immensely informative in their own right 

down to about 1900, and still valuable down to the mid-twentieth century) are 

available for searching on the open shelves, and copies of any desired entry may be 

had within an hour in person, or by post within a week. Note that the years 1858-1870 

have separate indexes of wills and administrations, but thereafter a single sequence 

covers both. If the will was proved at the PPR you will get a photocopy of that 

original; if it was proved at a local registry then a photocopy of the copy made locally 

and transmitted to London (all requested copies are faxed to London from their new 

storage house in Erdington). When obtaining a will, never fail also to obtain a copy of 

the grant which, as in earlier centuries, may include unique details available nowhere 

else, not even in the will itself. From 1996 the indexes are computerised and may be 

searched in one go. Probate and administration acts are complete down to within the 

last few weeks or so, and updated continuously.  

     The National Archives, FRC and Society of Genealogists have copies of the 

indexes on microfiche for 1858-1943.  

     Occasionally, more information may be available from disputed wills and 

administrations in the 7% sampling held at Kew in class J121 (also online) which is 

indexed by testator and name of suit. 
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INDEX OF PARISHES BY 

PROBATE JURISDICTIONS 

 

The index will act as a quick guide as 

to whether a parish was in West or 

East Kent. For minor jurisdictions and 

later changes see under the relevant 

court. 

 

Rochester = Diocese of Rochester 

Shoreham = Peculiar of Shoreham 

Arch Cant = Archdeaconry Court of  

                     Canterbury 

Consis Cant = Consistory Court of  

                       Canterbury 

 

 

 

Acol (or Wood) – Consis Cant 

Acrise – Arch Cant 

Addington – Rochester 

Adisham – Consis Cant 

Aldington – Consis Cant 

Alkham – Arch Cant 

Allhallows – Rochester 

Allington – Rochester 

Appledore – Arch Cant 

Ash (next Ridley) – Rochester 

Ash (next Sandwich) – Consis Cant 

Ashford – Arch Cant 

Ashurst – Rochester 

Aylesford – Rochester 

 

Badlesmere – Arch Cant 

Bapchild – Arch Cant 

Barfrestone – Arch Cant 

Barham – Arch Cant 

Barming – Rochester 

Bearsted – Arch Cant 

Beauxfield – see Whitfield 

Beckenham – Rochester 

Bekesbourne – Arch Cant 

Benenden – Arch Cant 

Bethersden – Arch Cant 

Betteshanger – Arch Cant 

Bexley – Shoreham 

Bicknor – Arch Cant 

Bidborough - Rochester 

Biddenden – Arch Cant 

Bilsington – Arch Cant 

Birchington – Consis Cant 

Bircholt – Arch Cant 

Birling – Rochester 

Bishopsbourne – Arch Cant 

Blackmanstone – Arch Cant 

Blean – Arch Cant 

Bobbing – Arch Cant 

Bonnington – Arch Cant 

Borden – Arch Cant 

Boughton Aluph – Arch Cant 

Boughton Malherbe – Arch Cant 

Boughton Monchelsea – Arch Cant 

Boughton-under-Blean – Consis Cant 

Boxley – Arch Cant 

Brabourne – Arch Cant 

Brasted – Shoreham 

Bredgar – Arch Cant 

Bredhurst – Consis Cant 

Brenchley – Rochester 

Brenzett – Arch Cant 

Bridge – Arch Cant 

Broadstairs – see Thanet, St Peter 

Bromley – Rochester 

Brook – Arch Cant 

Brookland – Arch Cant 

Broomfield – Arch Cant 

Broomhill – Arch Cant 

Buckland (in Dover) – Consis Cant 

Buckland (near Faversham) –  

                                        Arch Cant 

Burham - Rochester 

Burmarsh – Arch Cant 

 

Canterbury – the whole of the city  

  was Arch Cant except for St Alphege,  

  St Martin, and the Liberty of the 

  Cathedral Precincts (all Consis Cant) 

Capel – Rochester 

Capel le Ferne – Arch Cant 

Chalk – Rochester 

Challock – Consis Cant 

Charing – Consis Cant 

Charlton (next Greenwich) –  

                                       Rochester 

Charlton (in Dover) – Arch Cant 

Chartham – Arch Cant 

Chart Sutton – Arch Cant 

Chatham - Rochester 
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Chelsfield – Rochester 

Cheriton – Arch Cant 

Chevening – Shoreham 

Chiddingstone – Shoreham 

Chilham – Arch Cant 

Chillenden – Arch Cant 

Chislehurst – Rochester 

Chislet – Arch Cant 

Cliffe – Cliffe Peculiar 

Cobham - Rochester 

Coldred – Arch Cant 

Cooling – Rochester 

Cowden – Rochester 

Cranbrook – Arch Cant 

Crayford – Shoreham 

Crundale – Arch Cant 

Cudham – Rochester 

Cuxton – Rochester 

 

Darenth – Shoreham 

Dartford – Rochester 

Davington – Arch Cant 

Deal – Consis Cant 

Denton (near Elham) – Arch Cant 

Denton (near Gravesend) - Rochester 

Deptford – Rochester 

Detling – Consis Cant 

Ditton – Rochester 

Doddington – Arch Cant 

Dover – Consis Cant 

Downe – Shoreham 

Dunkirk – Consis Cant 

Dymchurch – Arch Cant 

 

Eastbridge – Arch Cant 

Eastchurch – Arch Cant 

East Farleigh – Shoreham 

East Langdon – Arch Cant 

Eastling – Arch Cant 

East Malling – Shoreham 

East Peckham – Shoreham 

Eastry – Consis Cant 

East Sutton – Arch Cant 

Eastwell – Arch Cant 

East Wickham – Rochester 

Ebony – Arch Cant 

Edenbridge – Rochester 

Egerton – Consis Cant 

Elham – Arch Cant 

Elmley – Arch Cant 

Elmsted – Arch Cant 

Elmstone – Arch Cant 

Eltham – Rochester  

Erith – Rochester 

Ewell – see Temple Ewell 

Eynsford – Shoreham 

Eythorne – Arch Cant 

 

Fairfield – Consis Cant 

Falconhurst – see Hurst 

Farnborough – Rochester 

Farningham – Shoreham 

Faversham – Arch Cant 

Fawkham - Rochester 

Folkestone – Arch Cant 

Foots Cray – Rochester 

Fordwich – Arch Cant 

Frindsbury – Rochester 

Frinsted – Arch Cant 

Frittenden – Arch Cant 

 

Gillingham – Shoreham 

Godmersham – Consis Cant 

Goodnestone (next Faversham) – 

                                       Arch Cant 

Goodnestone (next Wingham) –  

                                    Consis Cant 

Goudhurst – Arch Cant 

Grain – Shoreham 

Graveney – Arch Cant 

Gravesend – Rochester 

Great Chart – Arch Cant 

Great Mongeham – Arch Cant 

Greenwich – Rochester 

Guston – Consis Cant 

 

Hackington – Arch Cant 

Hadlow – Rochester 

Halling - Rochester 

Halstead – Shoreham 

Ham – Arch Cant 

Harbledown – Consis Cant 

Harrietsham – Arch Cant 

Hartley - Rochester 

Hartlip – Arch Cant 

Harty – Arch Cant 

Hastingleigh – Arch Cant 

Hawkhurst – Arch Cant 

Hawkinge – Arch Cant 

Hayes – Shoreham 
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Headcorn – Arch Cant 

Herne – Consis Cant 

Hernhill – Consis Cant 

Hever – Shoreham 

Higham - Rochester 

High Halden – Arch Cant 

High Halstow - Rochester 

Hinxhill – Arch Cant 

Hoath – Consis Cant 

Hollingbourne – Consis Cant 

Hoo St Mary - Rochester 

Hoo St Werburgh - Rochester 

Hope – Arch Cant 

Horsmonden – Rochester 

Horton Kirby – Rochester 

Hothfield – Arch Cant 

Hougham – Arch Cant 

Hucking – Consis Cant 

Hunton – Shoreham 

Hurst – Arch Cant 

Hythe – Consis Cant 

 

Ickham – Consis Cant 

Ifield – Shoreham 

Ightham – Shoreham 

Ivychurch – Consis Cant 

Iwade – Arch Cant 

 

Kemsing – Rochester 

Kenardington – Arch Cant 

Kennington – Arch Cant 

Keston – Shoreham 

Kingsdown (near Dartford) - Rochester 

Kingsdown (near Sittingbourne) –  

                                              Arch Cant 

Kingsnorth – Arch Cant 

Kingston – Arch Cant 

Knockholt – Shoreham 

Knowlton – Arch Cant 

 

Lamberhurst – Rochester 

Langley – Arch Cant 

Leaveland – Arch Cant 

Lee – Rochester 

Leeds – Arch Cant 

Leigh – Rochester 

Lenham – Arch Cant 

Lewisham – Rochester 

Leybourne – Rochester 

Leysdown – Arch Cant 

Linton – Arch Cant 

Littlebourne – Arch Cant 

Little Chart – Arch Cant 

Little Mongeham – Arch Cant 

Longfield – Rochester 

Loose – Consis Cant 

Lower Halstow – Arch Cant 

Lower Hardres – Arch Cant 

Luddenham – Arch Cant 

Luddesdown – Rochester 

Lullingstone – Rochester 

Lydd – Consis Cant 

Lydden – Arch Cant 

Lyminge – Consis Cant 

Lympne – Arch Cant 

Lynsted – Arch Cant 

 

Maidstone – Consis Cant 

Marden – Arch Cant 

Margate – see Thanet, St John 

Meopham – Shoreham 

Mereworth – Rochester 

Mersham – Arch Cant 

Merston - Rochester 

Midley – Arch Cant 

Milstead – Arch Cant 

Milton (next Gravesend) – Rochester 

Milton (next Sittingbourne) –  

                                           Arch Cant 

Milton Chapel – Arch Cant 

Minster-in-Sheppey – Arch Cant 

Minster-in-Thanet – Arch Cant 

Molash – Arch Cant 

Monks Horton – Arch Cant 

Monkton – Consis Cant 

Murston – Arch Cant 

 

Nackington – Arch Cant 

Nettlestead – Rochester 

Newchurch – Consis Cant 

Newenden- Arch Cant 

Newington (next Hythe) – Arch Cant 

Newington (near Sittingbourne) –  

                                           Arch Cant 

Newnham – Arch Cant 

New Romney – Consis Cant 

Nonington – Consis Cant 

Northbourne – Arch Cant 

North Cray – Rochester 

Northfleet – Shoreham 
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Norton – Arch Cant 

Nursted – Rochester 

 

Oare – Arch Cant 

Offham – Rochester 

Old Romney – Arch Cant 

Orgarswick – Arch Cant 

Orlestone – Arch Cant 

Orpington – Shoreham 

Ospringe – Arch Cant 

Otford – Shoreham 

Otham – Arch Cant 

Otterden – Arch Cant 

Oxney – Arch Cant 

 

Paddlesworth (near Snodland) –  

                                       Rochester 

Paddlesworth (next Folkestone) – 

                                      Consis Cant 

Patrixbourne – Arch Cant 

Pembury – Rochester 

Penshurst – Shoreham 

Petham – Arch Cant 

Pevington – Arch Cant 

Plaxtol - Shoreham 

Pluckley – Arch Cant 

Plumstead – Rochester 

Postling – Arch Cant 

Poulton – Arch Cant 

Preston (next Faversham) – Arch Cant 

Preston (next Wingham)- Arch Cant 

 

Queenborough – Arch Cant 

 

Rainham – Arch Cant 

Ramsgate – see Thanet, St Lawrence 

Reculver – Consis Cant 

Ridley – Rochester 

Ringwould – Arch Cant 

Ripple – Arch Cant 

River – Arch Cant 

Rochester -  Rochester 

Rodmersham – Arch Cant 

Rolvenden – Arch Cant 

Ruckinge – Arch Cant 

Ryarsh – Rochester 

 

St John, Thanet – see Thanet, St John 

St Lawrence, Thanet – see Thanet, St  

                                               Lawrence 

St Margaret’s at Cliffe – Consis Cant 

St Mary Cray – Shoreham 

St Mary in the Marsh – Arch Cant 

St Nicholas at Wade – Consis Cant 

St Paul’s Cray – Rochester 

St Peter Thanet – see Thanet, St Peter 

Saltwood – Consis Cant 

Sandhurst – Arch Cant 

Sandwich – Arch Cant (except St 

           Bartholomew’s Hospital –  

           Consis Cant) 

Sarre – Consis Cant 

Seal – Rochester 

Seasalter – Arch Cant 

Sellindge – Arch Cant 

Selling – Arch Cant 

Sevenoaks – Shoreham 

Sevington – Arch Cant 

Shadoxhurst – Arch Cant 

Sheerness – Consis Cant 

Sheldwich – Arch Cant 

Shepherdswell – see Sibertswold 

Shipbourne – Rochester 

Sholden – Arch Cant 

Shoreham – Shoreham 

Shorne – Rochester 

Sibertswold – Arch Cant 

Sittingbourne – Arch Cant 

Smarden – Arch Cant 

Smeeth – Consis Cant 

Snargate – Arch Cant 

Snave – Arch Cant 

Snodland – Rochester 

Southfleet - Rochester 

Speldhurst – Rochester 

Stalisfield – Arch Cant 

Stanford – Consis Cant 

Stansted – Shoreham 

Staple – Consis Cant 

Staplehurst – Arch Cant 

Stelling – Arch Cant 

Stockbury – Arch Cant 

Stodmarsh – Arch Cant 

Stoke – Rochester 

Stonar – Arch Cant 

Stone (next Dartford) - Rochester 

Stone (next Faversham) – Arch Cant 

Stone-in-Oxney - Arch Cant 

Stourmouth – Arch Cant 

Stowting – Arch Cant 
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Strood – Rochester 

Sturry – Arch Cant 

Sundridge – Shoreham 

Sutton (near Dover) – Arch Cant 

Sutton-at-Hone – Rochester 

Sutton Valence – Arch Cant 

Swalecliffe – Arch Cant 

Swanscombe – Rochester 

Swingfield – Arch Cant 

 

Temple Ewell – Arch Cant 

Tenterden – Arch Cant 

Teston – Rochester 

Teynham – Arch Cant 

Thanet, St John – Arch Cant 

Thanet, St Lawrence – Arch Cant 

Thanet, St Peter – Arch Cant 

Thanington – Arch Cant 

Throwley – Arch Cant 

Thurnham – Arch Cant 

Tilmanstone – Arch Cant 

Tonbridge – Rochester 

Tonge – Arch Cant 

Trottiscliffe – Rochester 

Tudeley – Rochester 

Tunbridge Wells – Rochester 

Tunstall – Arch Cant 

 

Ulcombe – Arch Cant 

Upchurch – Arch Cant 

Upper Hardres – Arch Cant 

 

Waldershare – Arch Cant 

Walmer – Arch Cant 

Waltham – Arch Cant 

Warden – Arch Cant 

Warehorne – Arch Cant 

Wateringbury – Rochester 

Westbere – Arch Cant 

Westcliffe – Arch Cant 

Westerham – Rochester 

West Farleigh – Rochester 

West Hythe – Arch Cant 

West Langdon – Arch Cant 

West Malling – Rochester 

West Peckham – Rochester 

Westwell – Consis Cant 

West Wickham – Rochester 

Whitfield – Arch Cant 

Whitstable – Arch Cant 

Wickhambreaux - Arch Cant 

Willesborough – Arch Cant 

Wilmington – Rochester 

Wingham – Consis Cant 

Wittersham – Consis Cant 

Womenswold – Consis Cant 

Wood (or Acol) – Consis Cant 

Woodchurch – Consis Cant 

Woodnesborough – Arch Cant 

Woolwich – Rochester 

Wootton – Arch Cant 

Wormshill – Arch Cant 

Worth – Consis Cant 

Wouldham – Rochester 

Wrotham – Shoreham 

Wychling – Arch Cant 

Wye – Arch Cant 

 

Yalding – Rochester 

 


